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1. Introduction 

1.1 Oral biofilm and pellicle 

1.1.1 Pellicle and dental materials 

Saliva, one of the most important body fluids, shows various vital 

functions for human oral and systematic health [1]. It is closely related to the 

development of pellicle. Pellicle is an organic proteinaceous film forming on 

the surface of dental enamel or dental materials which are exposed to saliva in 

the oral environment by selective and spontaneous adsorption of salivary 

proteins [2]. The mechanism of salivary components binding to mucosal 

surface are covalent binding, however, on teeth and dental material surfaces, 

the pellicle formation depends on non-covalent binding [3-5]. Thus, the 

composition of the salivary pellicle is somehow influenced by the nature of the 

teeth and dental material surfaces [6]. The main salivary proteins found on the 

dental enamel surface (hydroxyapatite) are consisting of secretory IgA, 

statherins, proline rich proteins (PRPs), high molecular weight mucin MUC5B, 

cystatin SA-I, lactoferrin, amylase and lysozyme [7]. The so-called “acquired 

pellicle” converts the dental surface through this thin film and playes an 

important role in preventing wear, demineralization and dehydration [2, 8]. The 

pellicle forming on Ti surfaces is of structural heterogeneity [9]. The formation 

process includes two phases, the first phase is correlated with the initial 

adsorption process of discrete protein, followed by the second phase of 

micelle-like salivary protein aggregate adsorption [9-12]. This implies that the 

pellicle on Ti surface comprises a highly hydrated outer layer on top of a dense 

anchoring inner layer [9, 13, 14]. Additionally, the formation of pellicle is of the 

utmost importance in the plaque formation [15]. 

  

1.1.2 Bacteria colonization and pellicle 

Over 600 different bacterial species exist in the human oral cavity and 

more than 100 species for individuals [16]. These gram-positive and 
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gram-negative microbes can specifically bind to the pellicle covered oral 

surfaces through electrostatic, hydrophobic, and ionic interactions with the 

bacterial surface specific adhesin molecules [17]. The Serine-rich Repeat (Srr) 

protein family is mostly expressed by streptococci, lactobacilli and 

staphylococci through forming fimbriae or fibrils on the bacterial surface with a 

length up to 600 nm, which makes a larger distance interaction between 

bacteria and pellicle possible. These Srr surface adhesins can specifically 

recognize the carbohydrate (saccharide) moieties as part of the glycosylated 

salivary constituents in the salivary pellicle [17]. The Srr proteins consist of two 

variants of Hsa and GspB on the surface of Streptococcus gordonii (S. 

gordonii), which can mediate the specific recognition and adhesion toward 

sialic-acid-containing components (salivary mucin MG2 and salivary agglutinin) 

in pellicle [18]. The antigen I/II (AgI/II) family proteins expressed on bacterial 

surfaces are able to recognize various receptors of the oral cavity [19]. Some 

of the AgI/II proteins, such as Hsa/GspB and SspA/SspB on S. gordonii 

surfaces and SpaP on S. mutans surfaces, can specifically interact with the 

salivary pellicle through the scavenger receptor of innate immunity 

glycoprotein-340 (gp-340) [17, 20].  Besides, the FomA produced by 

Fusobacterium nucleatum, as one of the major outer membrane proteins 

(OMPs) of gram-negative bacteria, mediates strong attachment to the salivary 

constituent statherin [17, 21]. The oral primary colonizer interacting specifically 

with pellicle through the surface protein plays an important role in the further 

construction of mature oral biofilm [9].  

 

1.1.3 Biofilm formation on teeth and dental implant 

Biofilm is a microbial-derived sessile community characterized by bacteria 

which are irreversibly bound to various characterized surfaces and aggregate 

to each other, embedding in a hydrated polymeric extracellular matrix 

produced by multi-species of bacteria [22-24]. Clinically, biofilm can easily form 

on various medical material surfaces, including artificial heart valves, catheters, 
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coronary stents, fracture fixation devices, intraocular lenses, cochlear implants, 

dental prosthesis and dental implants [23, 25], causing invasive microbial 

infections in bone, lung, skin, or blood. These infections are still a life 

threatening issue due to multifaceted reasons, including (I) insufficient 

approaches to attack bacteria embedded inside of the biomedical biofilms, (II) 

a resistance toward the effective antibiotics, and (III) incapability of developing 

adequate and efficient novel antibiotics [26-28].  

In the field of dentistry, biofilm which is denoted as dental plaque widely 

exists on dental natural surfaces as well as on dental material surfaces such 

as crowns, bridges made from metal or ceramic materials and implant or 

abutment surfaces. The disease-associated oral biofilm has gained great 

concern for decades [29]. In the oral cavity, the formation of plaque on enamel 

and dental material surfaces consists of multiple stages [30]. Within several 

minutes, the surface exposed to the oral cavity will be covered with a thin layer 

of pellicle [1]. In the human oral cavity, every milliliter of saliva contains as 

many as roughly 108 bacteria [1, 23, 31]. Within 4 hours after formation of 

pellicle, the oral bacteria start the colonization on the pellicle surface [23]. 

Taking the teeth surface as an example, initially, the bacteria are associated 

with the pellicle surface loosely and reversibly through electrostatic and 

hydrophobic forces, then switch to a higher binding affinity state through 

specific and irreversible adsorption between multiple adhesins on the bacterial 

cell surface and the pellicle proteins [30, 32].  

The proliferation of adhered bacteria contributes to the subsequent 

formation of distinct micro-colonies, developing into the attached plaque. The 

biofilm is well organized and consists of various species, which can specifically 

adhere to different surfaces and co-aggregate with other species specifically to 

form a dense plaque [22, 33]. The growth and maturation of the plaque is 

characterized by the primeval “circulation system” and performs as an 

“organism” [30]. The connected channels for nutrients circulation and microbial 

communities embeded inside the biofilm build up the complicated structures 
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and metabolism. This provides the possibility for rapid dispersion and 

proliferation of the planktonic bacteria and nonsessile individuals and for 

building up an growth protection mode for the microbes’ survival from the host 

environment [22, 34].  

At this stage, after a 2 to 4 week plaque formation, the diversity of 

bacterial species is increased and the mature plaque is dominated by 

gram-negative anaerobic species, which could induce gingivitis or the 

progress into periodontitis [35]. 

The biofilm on implant surfaces showes great similarity to sub-gingival 

dental plaque [36-39]. The primary colonizers on implant surfaces are mainly 

oral streptococci, including Streptococcus gordonii, Streptococcus sanguis, 

Streptococcus oralis and Streptococcus mitis, which predominate in plaque for 

at least 4 hours. The number of anaerobic species increases after 48 hours [38, 

40-42]. S. gordonii, which is intrinsically an oral non-pathogenic bacteria, could 

construct the base layer of the plaque on implant surfaces [43]. These bacteria 

can also infiltrate into the bloodstream through the sub-gingival region, which 

might induce infective life-threatening endocarditis [44]. 

The early colonizers on the surface could provide a supportive 

environment for the late colonizers, which are much more depending on 

growing conditions than the early colonizers [45]. The main secondary 

colonizer, Fusobacterium nucleatum, communicates and interacts with other 

bacteria constructing the biofilm continuously with the late colonizers [46]. The 

late colonizers, for instance, the Porphyromonas, Fusobacterium and 

Prevotella species, which are the main periodontal pathogens, can bind to the 

surface through the early colonizers [41], causing periodontitis and 

peri-implantitis [47, 48]. It is reported that within 30 min after implant insertion, 

bacteria start colonizing on the implant surface [49]. The bacterial early 

colonization is influenced by the surface properties of the implant, but not for 

the plaque maturation process [42].  

The formation of biofilm on the Ti surfaces is influenced by various factors, 
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including implant surface roughness, surface wettability, surface chemistry, or 

surface free energy (SFE) [50]. Ti surfaces with a roughness of Ra ≤ 0.088 

μm exhibited significant inhibition effects towards the primary biofilm 

colonization and also the plaque maturation after 24 h [51]. Correspondingly, a 

higher level of primary colonization was found on Ti with high roughness or 

also with low wettability [52]. As the components of SFE, the polar (acid-base) 

parts as well as the nonpolar (Lifshitz-van der Waals) parts of the colonizing 

bacteria as well as implant surfaces play an important role in bacterial 

adhesion and biofilm formation [23, 50, 53-55]. And the acid-base 

characteristics of the surface are considered as a crucial factor in bacterial 

adherence [55]. The surface chemistry of Ti, which is usually negatively 

charged in the physiological environment (pH = 7.4) and the oral salivary 

environment (pH = 6.7 - 7.3) [56, 57], is vital for biological interactions of 

positively charged proteins and for further attachment of bacteria forming 

biofilm [50, 58]. Thus, various surface modifications toward Ti surfaces into 

bacteriostatic or bactericidal surfaces has been carried out to diminish 

bacterial colonization and inhibit biofilm formation, such as antimicrobial 

peptide coating [59], TiO2 nanotube coating [60], Ag or Cu nanoparticle coating 

[61], layer by layer (LbL) self-assembly chitosan coating [62], 

thermal-responsive polymer brush coatings [63], and photocatalytic anatase 

coatings [64, 65]. 
 
1.2 Dental implant and peri-implantitis 

1.2.1 Ti and dental implant 

Since the indispensable milestone discovery that Ti could constitute 

osseointegration with bone tissue and was firstly applied as an implant by 

Brånemark in the 1970s [66, 67], the Ti implant started to be widely used in 

dentistry and craniofacial surgery in the past 20 years [68]. In dentistry, 

implants are widely used for the replacement of lost teeth in the field of 

prosthodontics and implantology for supporting crowns, bridges, or prostheses. 
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The highly polished titanium is used for dental abutments, which is covered by 

gingival tissue and partly exposed to the oral environment, functioning as a 

connector between the dental prostheses and the dental artificial tooth root 

implant. 

Ti has been treated as a “gold standard” material among other various 

materials due to its high survival rate in the application of dental implant [38, 

69]. The main available Ti materials applied for dental implants include six 

types: four types of pure Ti (Grade 1, Grade 2, Grade 3 and Grade 4) and two 

types of alloys (Ti-6Al-4V (Grade 5) and Ti-6Al-4V-ELI (Grade 23) extra low 

interstitial) [70]. Ti used for dental implants should reach a sufficient strength 

against occlusion forces without causing a permanent deformation, combined 

with corrosion resistance [71]. 
 
1.2.2 Prophylaxis and treatment of Peri-implantitis 

Peri-implantitis, the inflammation situation of gingival and bone tissue 

surrounding the inserted implant, which could further progress into the loss of 

supporting bone and implant failure, standing in the way of achieving the long 

term functional and esthetic success of the dental implant, is considered as 

one of the most challenging biological complications [46, 72, 73]. 

Approximately 20 % of patients and 10 % of implants are involved with 

peri-implantitis 5 - 10 years after implant placement [74, 75]. The biofilm or 

plaque formation on dental implant surfaces is one of the main causative 

reasons for peri-implantitis, which is proved to be of strong evidence according 

to published human and animal experiments [76-78].  

The treatment of peri-implantitis includes surgical and non-surgical 

therapies [79]. To reach the goal of efficient removal of biofilm on an implant 

surface, various non-surgical therapies, including a combination of machine 

driven submucosal mechanical debridement, chemical decontamination, 

adjunctive antimicrobial treatment, submucosal glycine powder air polishing, 

and Er:YAG laser treatment has been applied for the treatment of 
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peri-implantitis [80-83]. The combination of mechanical debridement and 

chlorhexidine digluconate local application showed great clinical outcomes 

[83].  

Till now, the prophylaxis of peri-implantitis has shown great priority, 

because of the required extensive resources and additional complex therapy 

for peri-implantitis treatment [46]. The prophylaxis of peri-implantitis includes 

the prevention and treatment of peri-implant mucositis, which involves the 

instruction of self-performed oral hygiene control and the personalized clinical 

follow up supportive therapy [46, 79, 84]. Before dental implant surgery, 

preoperative and postoperative mouth rinsing with chlorhexidine (CHX) has 

been regularly applied for the prophylaxis of peri-implantits [85]. 
 
1.3 Antibacterial agent 

In order to prevent and control the occurrence of infection, antibacterial 

agent application can be used for the control of dental plaque accumulation 

including: 1) inhibiting the accumulation rate of new plaque; 2) removing the 

existing plaque; 3) selective suppression towards the pathogenic oral bacterial 

species; 4) hindering the producing of virulence factors such as proteases and 

cytotoxins [86].  

Based on these mechanisms, various antibacterial agents have been 

developed and applied in mouthrinses for controlling the biofilm formation. The 

bis-biguanide such as chlorhexidine has been widely used as a gold standard 

for the antibacterial agent. The essential oils including thymol, eucalyptol, 

menthol and methyl salicylate, showing significant clinical inhibition effects 

toward dental plaque formation and gingivitis, are also functionalized in 

mouthrinse [87]. The novel compounds of plant extracts (tt-famesol, apigenin) 

have shown anti-caries activity toward Streptococcus mutans [88]. The 

enzymes, like glucanase, mutanase and amyloglucosidase-glucose oxidase 

are involved in the mouthrinse, due to its function of disrupting the biofilm 

structure [89]. Metal ions, e.g. Zn2+ and Cu2+, are active against both the 
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gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria [90]. Cetyl pyridinium chloride 

(CPC), as a widely used quanternary ammonium compound in mouthrinses 

with wide antibacterial spectrum and rapid killing effect, provides significant 

additional plaque and gingival inflammation inhibition effect [91, 92]. 

Chlorhexidine (1,6-di[4-chlorophenyldiguanido]-hexane) is a broad 

spectrum cationic bisbiguanide bactericide against both gram-positive and 

gram-negative bacteria, and some lipophilic viruses, yeasts and 

dermatophytes [85, 93], which has been widely used for clinical hand and skin 

disinfection, also applied as a mouthrinse in the field of dentistry [94]. Different 

formulations of chlorhexidine (CHX), such as gel, mouthwash and spray in 

concentrations of 0.1 %, 0.12 %, and 0.2 %, have been used in oral cavity for 

caries prevention, plaque control, gingivitis management, and prophylaxis for 

peri-implantitis [95, 96]. CHX causes bacterial membrane perforation and 

forms irreversible complexes with intracellular nucleic acids inducing fatal 

damage towards bacteria at a lethal concentration [97, 98]. In a sub-lethal 

concentration, CHX plays a bacteriostatic role of inhibiting and interfering the 

metabolism of the oral bacteria through hindering: the membrane function of 

intracellular pH value maintenance through enzymes; cariogenic streptococci’s 

sugar transportation process and acid production process; Porphyromonas 

gingivalis’s major protease function [89]. 

CHX binds strongly and covalently to the bacterial, oral mucosal, pellicle 

and dental surface, which could provide a long lasting antibacterial effect in the 

oral cavity [98]. In contrast, CPC showed diminished activity and less 

persistence, when it adsorbs to the surface [89, 99]. CPC showed lesser 

antibacterial efficiency than CHX and essential oils for mouthrinses [100].  

 

1.4 QCM-D and application 

1.4.1 Mechanism of QCM-D 

Studies of the dynamic interfacial interaction between bulk liquids and 

solid surfaces are of extreme importance in fundamental research of chemistry, 
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physics and in the field of biomedicine. In recent decades, the QCM 

technology has been widely utilized in the analysis of organic and inorganic 

materials, soft and solvated bio-interface analysis including food processing, 

implant surfaces, coatings, biosensors and marine technology, which makes a 

dynamic and even quantitative monitoring of interface changes possible [101]. 

Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) is a highly sensitive technique with a 

detection capability accurate to nanogram. The basic mechanism is the 

piezoelectricity property of the quartz crystal. The application of alternate 

electric fields on the quartz will spontaneously contribute to the alternate 

contraction and expansion of the crystal lattice [102]. The quartz crystal is 

manufactured through the “AT-cut” process, which generates promising 

stability with the pure oscillation shear mode together with a low temperature 

coefficient. The crystal is embeded between two pieces of electrodes. Upon a 

high enough alternating current (AC) voltage with a frequency close to the 

resonance frequency (f0) (or multiple overtones) of the quartz crystal, the 

standing wave will be generated over the crystal [101]. The thickness of the 

quartz crystal is in a negative correlation with the resonant frequency (f0) [102]. 

And the molecular interacting with the surface will induce changes of the 

detected frequency. In principle, the rigid adsorption of molecules on the 

quartz surface will contribute to the decrease of the frequency. Moreover, 

QCM with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) is developed through the 

calculation of dissipation. There are two possibilities to calculate dissipation, 

one possibility is to calculate based on the duration of oscillatory decay upon 

intermittently voltage switching off in the “ring down” process [101, 103, 104]; 

the other possibility is to use the half-bandwidth Γ for calculation, which is half 

of the value of the frequency bandwidth that extends between the two points 

where the conductance spectrum is half of the maximum [105]. 

The data extracted from QCM-D signals can be quantitatively interpreted 

mass loading in some specific situations according to the Sauerbrey’s theory, 

which declared the linear relationship between the detected frequency change 
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and mass loading and turning this technology into a mass balance for 

detecting adsorbed mass accordingly [106]. However, the pre-requisite for this 

mass loading theory is: a relative small molecular mass and a rigid mass 

adsorption process with a homogeneous distribution on crystal active surface 

[102]. Apart from applications in solid/gas interfaces, the QCM-D technology 

has been further developed in more complicated liquid systems, which 

involves liquid viscosity and energy decay causing frequency changes [107]. 

Through QCM-D, the stiffness of an adsorbed film can be interpreted through 

combination of frequency and dissipation data, which is of great importance in 

the study of development of viscoelastic structures and contacts in the binding 

processes. Till now, QCM-D has been applied widely in liquid phase, 

especially for the pharmaceutical and biomedical fields, and were used there in 

many cases as biosensors concerning the detection of proteins, DNA, lipids, 

and cell and bacteria adhesion [108-110].  
 
1.4.2 QCM-D and bacterial adhesion 

In recent years, QCM-D has been widely involved in studying 

mechanisms of bacterial adhesion on different surfaces, bacterial detection, 

and analyzing antibacterial surfaces [111]. A monoclonal antibody 

functionalized QCM biosensor has been generated to accomplish the rapid 

detection of the vegetative cells and B. anthracis spores [112]. The 

combination of beacon immunomagnetic nanoparticles loaded with antibody 

and gold nanoparticles for mass amplification were applied in QCM systems 

for the monitoring and detection of E. coli activity [113]. For the purpose of 

investigating the biological adhesion mechanism of infective endocarditis 

related bacteria, the real-time interaction of S. gordonii with platelet rich 

plasma (PRP) or platelet poor plasma (PPP) covered surfaces are evaluated 

through QCM gold sensors, which induced both an increase of frequency and 

dissipation on PPP surface and an increase of frequency but decrease of 

dissipation on PRP surface [114]. The study of interfacial reactions of oral 
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primary colonizers on Ti implant surfaces with and without photocatalytic 

coatings and activation by various wavelengths of ultraviolet light were carried 

out on Ti QCM-D sensors modified with anatase coatings, which proved the 

antibacterial function of activated anatase modifications [64]. These studies 

have proven a number of promising applications of QCM-D in microbiological 

and biological related investigations. 

 

1.4.3 Combination of QCM-D with online microscopy  

Mass-sensitive quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring 

(QCM-D) is widely used in sensing bacterial binding [85, 115]. The Sauerbrey 

equation could be applied when thin and rigid layers of material are attached to 

the quartz crystal sensor surface [103, 116]. Studies indicate that, the 

adhesion of bacteria contributes to laterally heterogeneous dissipating film, 

bacterial mass loading cannot be directly calculated by the classical Sauerbrey 

equation [101, 114]. Till now there are no efficient calculation methods and 

models for quantifying the bacterial adhesion. The combination of real-time 

QCM-D and microscopic observation has been applied in the field of 

cell/surface interaction [117, 118]. In order to dig out the potential relationship 

between the change of frequency or dissipation and the adhesion process of 

bacteria, it is necessary to develop a novel QCM-D microscopic set-up, which 

could combine the QCM-D signal with real-time microscopic images for a 

better signal interpretation. 
 
1.5 Aim of the study 

The investigation of bacterial interaction on oral implant surfaces with 

different modifications has arisen great interest of clinicians and researchers. 

However, interactions at implant/bacteria interfaces and the influence of 

antibacterial agents are still unclear. Our study aimed at building up a highly 

sensitive bacterial adhesion detection system on a salivary modified biosensor, 

to obtain a precise interpretation of the QCM-D signal induced by specific and 
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unspecific binding of bacteria. Besides, we aimed at seeking for more 

information for the unsolved problem of the possibility of acoustic sensing the 

antibacterial agent (ABA) induced bacterial membrane perforation and 

bacterial cell lysis. 

 Moreover, due to the dissipating film with viscoelastic properties formed 

by bacteria adhesion, the induced signal cannot be directly quantified through 

the limited Saurbrey equation. Thus, we developed a new design trying to 

correlate the QCM-D signals with the number of adhered bacteria by the 

development of a novel set-up of a QCM-D flow chamber combined with 

fluorescent microscopy to allow real-time monitoring of bacterial interactions.
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Surface characterization of sensor surface 

2.1.1 Contact angle and wettability analysis 

The DSA 10-Mk2 drop shape analysis system (Kruess, Hamburg, Germany) 

was utilized to measure the surfaces wettability of the applied quartz crystals 

(Figure 1). For each measurement, a 2 µL water droplet was automatically 

deposited on the Ti coated sensor surface through the automated dosing 

system. The process of droplet deposition and developing to an equilibrated 

droplet on the surface was recorded by a video camera, which was in line with 

the dosing needle and the lamp. The needle diameter has been 0.5 mm. 

Based on the video analysis, the 20th second contact angle (20 s after the 

initial surface contact) was calculated by the circle fit method (DSA software 

version 1.91.0.2).  

 
 
Figure 1: Contact angle measurement through the DSA 10-Mk2 drop shape 
analysis system (Kruess, Hamburg, Germany). The Ti-coated quartz crystal 
was laid on the measurement platform. A water droplet was deposited in the 
center of the sensor surface. 
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2.1.2 Surface roughness analysis 

For the surface roughness analysis of the Ti coated quartz crystal sensors, 

measurements at different positions and in several scan areas were done by 

white light interferometry (WLI) and by atomic force microscopy (AFM), in 

which the NewView 7300 from Zygo (Weiterstadt, Germany) and the 

Dimension Icon in the tapping mode from Bruker (Karlsruhe, Germany) were 

utilized. “The root mean square roughness (Sq), the average roughness (Sa), 

as well as the Power Spectral Density (PSD) function were calculated from the 

topographical data z (x,y) within a certain scan range L to receive quantitative 

information about the surface roughness. The PSD is defined by the absolute 

square of the surface profile’s fourier spectrum (in case of isotropic surfaces) 

equation (1): [85]” 

 

PSD	"𝑓! + 𝑓"% = lim
#→%	

1
𝐿'
|FT{𝑧(𝑥, 𝑦)}|' 																								𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	(1) 

 

“The PSD function provides the advantages of (i) determining the 

vertical as well as the lateral distribution of surface heights, and of (ii) 

combining information resulting from different measurement systems to 

analyze the roughness within a wide spatial frequency range [119], and of 

(iii) enabling a direct link between roughness and functional surface 

properties such as wetting or optical characteristics of a sample [120].” 

[85] 

 

2.2 Online sensor system-quartz crystal microbalance 

In this study, a commercial QCM-D device (qCell T; 3T analytik, Tuttlingen, 

Germany) was used for real-time monitoring of dynamic interfacial interactions 

among bacteria-surface, macromolecule-surface and macromolecule-bacteria 

[121]. The resonance frequency f0 of the AT-cut quartz crystal sensors (3T 

analytik, Tuttlingen, Germany) is 10 MHz. The Ti coating on the sensor surface 
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was produced by sputtering on basic Au quartz crystal sensors [121]. Before 

each experiment, the sensors were ultrasonically cleaned in an order of 5 min 

of 70 % ethanol, 5 min of 2 % Hellmanex III (Hellma, Müllheim, Germany), and 

5 min of Millipore water, respectively, and eventually were dried through N2 

before experimental runs. Notionally, in the situation of a rigid mass adsorption, 

a homogenous surface mass distribution, and the mass loading caused 

frequency change Δf below 0.2 % of the resonant frequency, the surface mass 

loading can be quantitatively calculated through the Sauerbrey equation 

(2):[106] 

∆𝑚 = −
𝐴A𝜌(𝜇(
2𝑛𝑓)'

∆𝑓 = −
𝐴𝐶
𝑛 ∆𝑓																								𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	(2) 

The mass loading Δm can be calculated relying on the following 

parameters: A represents the piezoelectrically active quartz crystal area (19.6 

mm2), ρq denotes the density of the quartz (2.648 g cm-3), μq implies the shear 

modulus of the AT-cut quartz crystal (2.947 × 1011 g cm-1 s-2), n denotes the 

harmonic number (n = 1 for a 10-MHz quartz crystal driven at 10 MHz), and C 

implies the Sauerbrey factor of the quartz crystal (here C = 4.42 ng cm-2 Hz-1). 

The theoretical sensitivity of the applied qCell T system is 0.87 ng Hz−1 [85]. 

The quartz crystal was fixed in a flexible, thin polymer sheet for better handling 

and preventing of quartz damage induced by experimental operations. The 

diameter of the sensor working area exposed to liquid, which constitute the 

bottom of the QCM-D chamber, is 8 mm (Figure 2) [85]. All the experiments 

are running at a temperature setting of 23 °C. 

A digital peristaltic pump (Reglo Digital MS-4/12, Ismatec, Wertheim, 

Germany) with adjustable flow rate was used for generating a constant flow of 

different liquids through the chamber of the flow cell. The inner volume of the 

flow chamber was 30 μL. On top of the chamber, there was a window right 

above the sensor, enabling an optical control, e.g., in the process of liquid 

filling into the chamber (Figure 3). 
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Figure 2: Overview of QCM-D Ti coated quartz crystal sensor surface. A. Ti 
coated smooth sensor surface; B. Backside of the sensor surface with the 
electrode part. 

 
Figure 3: QCM-D device setup (qCell T, 3T analytik, Tuttlingen, Germany): A. 
Computer for QCM-D software; B. Waste collector; C. Peristatic pump for flow 
rate control; D: QCM-D device with a flow chamber and a temperature control 
unit; E: Bacterial solution stirring with a magnetic stirrer. 
 

2.3 QCM-D runs 

2.3.1 Online assembling of the biosensor by human saliva 

As previously described, for the complete study, human saliva was 

collected once from a healthy volunteer, for purpose of preventing the 

interpersonal and time-related deviation [85, 114]. Before saliva donation, 
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informed consent was acquired from the donor. In general, the primarily 

collected saliva was filtered through several steps to remove food sediments 

and bacteria from the donor’s oral cavity. Firstly, the collected saliva was 

filtered through a cell strainer (BD Falcon, BD Biosciences, Durham, NC, USA) 

and then centrifuged at a speed of 14000 g at 4 °C for 30 min. Secondly, the 

supernatant was subsequently sterile-filtered through a series of low protein 

binding syringe filters (Acrodisc Syringe Filters with Supor PES membrane; 

Pall, St Columb, UK) with decreasing pore diameters of 5 µm, 1.2 µm and 0.45 

μm. Finally, after being 1 to 5 diluted by phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 

DPBS, Gibco®, Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany), the obtained saliva 

was distributed into 5 mL tubes and stored at −18 °C. Before infiltrating the 

salivary solution into the QCM-D chamber, the frozen saliva samples were 

thawed in a 37 °C water bath and went through sonication to obtain a 

homogenized solution. In order to form the saliva coated biosensors, saliva 

flow was realized for 30 min with controlled flow rate of 60 µL/min over the Ti 

sensor surface. By this, the so-called pellicle film was formed through salivary 

macromolecule adsorption to the Ti surface. 

 

2.3.2 Bacterial suspension and antibacterial agent (ABA) 

S. gordonii strain DL1 was grown in Schaedler medium (Becton Dickinson 

GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany) by incubating at 37 °C overnight, and was 

harvested through centrifugation at 1560 g for 5 min [85]. After discarding the 

supernatant, the pellet was resuspended in PBS and diluted into the 

concentration of 1 × 108 CFU ml−1 (OD 620 nm = 0.54).  

For experiments where S. gordonii and ABA are initially mixed before 

starting the flow, 20 ml of harvested S. gordonii suspension were mixed with 5 

ml commercial ABA mouth rinse (GUM®, PAROEX®, Schönau, Germany) 

consisting of 0.05 % cetylpyridinium chloride (CPC) and 0.12 % chlorhexidine 

digluconate (CHX), which was used to simulate the clinical situation in the oral 

cavity. The mixture was constantly stirred with a magnetic stirrer during the 
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whole process of flowing. 

 

2.3.3 QCM-D and running sequences 

The cleaned Ti-coated quartz crystal was inserted into the QCM-D flow 

chamber (qCell T, 3T analytik, Tuttlingen, Germany). The backside of the 

sensor is connected with the electronic unit of the machine and the upper side 

is exposed in the flow chamber monitoring the contact and interfacial 

interaction with the molecules in the flowing liquid. For starting an experimental 

run, obtaining stable signal baselines during buffer rinsing with phosphate 

buffered solution (PBS) is a prerequisite, which implies a frequency drift lower 

than ± 2 Hz/min and a dissipation change below ± 5 Hz/min at a basic flow rate 

of 60 μL /min [85]. To simulate different interfacial interactions as in different 

clinical situations, various protocols were designed with different sequences of 

the different analyte solutions (Figure 4). 

 The flowing time of saliva, PBS, and ABA was 30 min, respectively. For S. 

gordonii suspension, the flowing duration was prolonged to 120 min under 

constant magnetic stirring. For example, in protocol D2 (Figure 4), after 

reaching a stable baseline with PBS, the sterile saliva was flown over the 

Ti-coated sensor surface for 30 min to form the saliva-coated biosensor 

followed by 30 min PBS flow. Subsequently, a 120 min of S. gordonii flow was 

conducted to form the bacterial film, followed by a 30 min PBS flow. Eventually, 

30 min of ABA flow was applied to simulate the situation of mouth rinse 

application on implant surfaces with potential plaque formation in the oral 

cavity, and this experiment was finalized with 30 min of PBS flow. For protocol 

E (Figure 4), which aimed at exploring the clinical mouth rinse situation of the 

interaction between a mixture of S. gordonii and ABA and the sensor surface 

with or without saliva coating, 5 ml of ABA suspension was initially mixed 

together with 20 ml of S. gordonii solution and applied under constant 

magnetic stirring. Between each run of the different solutions, a rinsing step 

with PBS was applied to remove loosely attached microbial mass or loosely 
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bound molecules.  

 

 
Figure 4: Schematic protocols A-E showing the different experimental 
sequences of analytes perfused over the titanium quartz crystal sensors in the 
QCM-D runs. ABA (antibacterial agent), S.g. (S. gordonii), Sal (saliva), Ti 
(titanium). [85] 
 
2.4 Live/Dead staining and microscopic analysis 

At the end of the QCM-D runs with bacteria, the chamber was emptied by 

a flow rate of 300 μl/min. The quartz sensors were demounted and stained 

with Live/Dead BacLightTM Viability kit (Molecular Probes®, Life Technologies) 

for 15 min. Subsequently, the sensors with the attached stained bacterial film 

were investigated with the fluorescence microscope (Optiphot-2, Nikon, Tokyo, 

Japan) combining with a remote control DSLR (Nikon 550D). The filters used 

for visualizing the stained S. gordonii were a 520 nm high-pass emission filter 
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and a 450–490 nm excitation band-pass filter (Nikon B2 Filtercube). 

 

2.5 SEM and FE-SEM analysis  

After QCM-runs, the sensors were demounted from the flow chamber. The 

demounted sensors with attached bacterial films from protocol D were gently 

rinsed with PBS and then fixed in 2 % glutaraldehyde solution (dissolved in 

PBS, pH 7.4) at 4 °C for around 20 h over night. After rinsing with PBS, the 

glutaraldehyde solution fixed bacteria were dehydrated through an ascending 

series of ethanol concentrations (30 %, 40 % 50 % 60 % 70 %, 80 %, 90 %, 

96 %, 100 %). The dehydrated samples were stored in 100 % ethanol and 

further substituted by liquid CO2 through a critical-point-drying 

process with the Critical Point Dryer (E 3100, Quorum Technologies, Laughto

n, UK, Figure 5) connected with a temperature control system. Before surface 

analysis, the sensors were sputtered with a thin layer of Au–Pd 

by the Sputter Coater (SCD 050, Baltec, Germany) (Figure 6). Later on, the s

pecimens were investigated by the scanning electron microscope (Leo 1430 

SEM, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany, Figure 7) and the high-resolution field 

emission scanning electron microscope FE-SEM (JSM-6500F, Jeol, Japan, 

cooperation with Core Facility LISA+, Eberhard Karls University Tübingen 

Figure 8). 
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Figure 5: E 3100 Critical Point Dryer (Quorum Technologies, Laughton, UK).  

 

 
Figure 6: Sputter Coater (SCD 050, Baltec, Germany). 
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Figure 7: Scanning electron microscope (Leo 1430 SEM, Zeiss, Oberkochen, 
Germany). 

 

 
Figure 8: Field emission scanning electron microscope (Fe-SEM, JSM-6500F, 
Jeol, Japan) [122]. 
 
2.6 Helium Ion Microscope (HIM) analysis 

The helium ion microscope (HIM) is a technology based on the scanning 

helium ion beam providing excellent high imaging resolution coupled with a 

tremendous depth of field [123]. The Orion Nanofab HIM (Carl Zeiss 

Microscopy GmbH, Oberkochen, Germany, Figure 9) utilized in this study 

allows a maximum resolution of 0.4 nm with a 5-10 times greater depth of field 

than with the modern SEM and FE-SEM [124]. The helium ions are generated 
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most efficiently at the apex of the tip, consisting of only three individual atoms. 

Each of these atoms contributes to the generation of helium ions but only the 

most intense is selected for imaging. The helium ions originating from this 

atom are directed specifically into the optics of the microscope and focused 

through the column to the sample. Helium ions can penetrate significantly 

further into the substrate at the same acceleration voltage as the electrons, 

resulting in the emission of secondary electrons from a smaller interaction area 

at the surface of the substrate. Thus, even better resolution can be obtained 

than with an electron microscope. Besides, substrates are always positively 

charged by bombardment with helium ions, they can be neutralized in the HIM 

with an electron gun. The HIM is therefore particularly well suited to imaging 

insulating substrates, which means the sputtering process is no longer 

indispensable [122]. All in all, the HIM induces a minimized sample destruction 

and obtains high surface contrast and resolution of 5 angstrom images without 

metal surface coating [124] 

After going through the critical point drying process, the bacteria bound to 

the sensors both with and without Au-Pd sputtering were analyzed through the 

HIM, to investigate possible changes of the bacterial surfaces after the 

interaction with ABA and simultaneously to figure out any difference of the 

bacterial structure caused by sputtering.  
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Figure 9: Zeiss ORION NanoFab HIM (Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, 
Oberkochen, Germany) [122]. 
 
2.7 Dissipation-frequency (ΔD-Δf) plots 

Correlations between frequency and dissipation were investigated based 

on D (y-axis)-f (x-axis) plots. Previous studies have shown that the rigidity or 

viscosity of adsorbed films can be deduced from the quotient of ΔD and Δf 

(ΔD/Δf) [85, 125]. For example, a changing frequency during an adsorption 

process combined with an unchanged, constant dissipation could be 

interpreted as a complete rigid and homogeneous layer of loaded mass on the 

sensor surface. An increase of the softness and water content of the surface 

bound film would induce an increase of dissipation and a decrease of 

frequency [85]. “If the ΔD-Δf plot points to a dissipation decreasing direction, 

the film tends to become more rigid, and vice versa. Concurrently, if the ΔD-Δf 

plot points to a frequency decreasing direction, this represents mass loading 

on the film, and vice versa [126]”. [85] 

 

2.8 Real-time combination with QCM-Microscopy setup 

In order to correlate in real-time the QCM signal to the number of the 

bacteria adhered to the sensor surface, a newly developed QCM-D flow 

chamber (qCell μOpto; 3T analytik, Tuttlingen, Germany) with a modified 
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optical window, which can be combined with a fluorescent microscope, was 

developed by 3T analytic and tested and evaluated in our research group 

(Figure 10). Concerning the focusing issue that a standard microscopic lens 

with limited field depth is not able to easily focus on the sensor surface through 

a certain thickness of liquid in the chamber above the sensor surface, various 

lenses with different magnification and depth of field were tested and 

compared before starting the experiment. 

The sensors were ultrasonically cleaned in an order of 5 min of 70 % 

ethanol, 5 min of 2 % Hellmanex III (Hellma, Müllheim, Germany), and 5 min of 

Millipore water, respectively, then went through a 15 min of O2 plasma 

cleaning. 

The early oral colonizer S. gordonii was cultured in Schaedler medium, 

harvested by centrifugation, stained with SYTO®9 and diluted with PBS to OD 

620 nm = 0.54 and 0.1 with and without washing procedure for the residual 

fluorescent staining molecules (Figure 11). Different staining and dilution 

procedures were compared, to reach the goal of a better focusing situation 

with clearly visible stained bacteria and low background disturbance. After 

reaching stable signal baselines with PBS, the stained bacteria were pumped 

with 60 μL/min through the system for 3 hours, followed by 30 min PBS rinsing. 

Fluorescent microscopic images were made every 5 min. The bacterial 

number was counted by image evaluation (Image J) and then correlated with 

the frequency and dissipation signals through qGraph Viewer. 

This QCM-D microscopy set-up was also utilized in the real-time 

monitoring of interaction of the ABA on Ti surface bound S. gordonii. The glass 

slide test, which is putting a droplet of Live/Dead stained bacteria solution on a 

glass slide, covering with a cover glass and observing under the fluorescent 

microscope, was primarily used to investigate the possible staining methods 

for indicating the dynamic process of bacterial death. The different S. gordonii 

solution (200 μL) staining procedures included: 1) directly adding Live/Dead 

staining (200 μL) for 15 min; 2) adding Live/Dead staining (200 μL) for 15 min 
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followed by PBS washing combined with centrifugation and then adding ABA 

solution (100 μL); 3) Adding ABA (100 μL) and Live (SYTO 9) (100 μL) staining 

for 15 min, followed by washing with PBS combined with centrifugation, then 

adding Dead (100 μL, PI: propidium iodide) staining for 15 min; 4) Live (100 μL, 

SYTO 9) staining for 15 min, wash with PBS combined with centrifugation, 

then adding a mixture of ABA and PI (100 μL ABA+ 100 μL PI) staining. 

In the real-time microscopic monitoring of ABA interaction, the Live/Dead 

staining procedure was based on the primary test: the S. gordonii (OD 620 nm = 

0.74) solution stained with SYTO 9 for 15 min was flown into the chamber for 

30 min. During the 15 min PBS rinsing stage, fluorescent pictures were taken 

every 5 min. Later on, the mixed 200 μL ABA + 200 μL PI was flown over the 

sensor surface bound S. gordonii for 5 min and the pump was stopped for 5 

min incubation. At this color switching stage, the photos were taken every 60s. 

In the following PBS rinsing stage, the photos were taken with every 3 min. 

Another attempt was made through staining bacteria with FDA/EB. A 1 h 

flow of FDA (fluorescein diacetate, green) stained S. gordonii (OD 620 nm = 1.4) 

was applied to form a thick green stained bacterial film followed by 30 min of 

PBS rinsing. Then the mixed 500 μL ABA and 500 μL EB (ethidium bromide, 

red) solution was flown for 16 min combined with a PBS rinsing process. In the 

period of application of a mixture of ABA and EB over the FDA stained bacteria, 

pictures were taken every 60 s. In the PBS rinsing stage, photos were taken 

every 5 min. 
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Figure 10:  QCM-fluorescent microscope dynamic observation. The whole 
QCM-flow chamber system consists of the following parts: A. Computer for 
signal observation in QCM-D software; B. Screen for fluorescent microscopy 
observation and photograph taking; C. Waste collector; D. Pump for flow rate 
control; E. Camera connected to the fluorescent microscope; F. Fluorescent 
microscope; G. QCM-D measurement platform with a flow chamber; H. Power 
for the fluorescent lamp box; I. Water bath and magnetic stirrer for bacterial 
solution; J. Water bath for flow chamber temperature control. 
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Figure 11: Bacterial staining protocols for continuous flow measurements in 
the QCM-fluorescent microscope dynamic observation flow chamber setup, to 
select the best staining method for low background disturbance and clear 
focusing. A. After harvesting, S. gordonii was stained with SYTO 9 and 
adjusted to OD 620 nm = 0.54 and 0.1; B. After harvesting, the S. gordonii 
stained with SYTO 9 was washed by PBS and centrifuged to remove the 
residual free SYTO 9 molecules in solution, and finally diluted into OD 620 nm = 
0.54 and 0.1. 
 

2.9 Statistical analysis 

All QCM-D experiments utilizing the qCell T machine were repeated for at 

least 5 times, with the exception of the experiments in protocol E with the 

mixture of ABA and S. gordonii suspension, which were only repeated 3 times. 

Data were mainly presented as means and standard deviations. The 

differences between mean values of frequency and dissipation in different 

groups, respectively, were compared and statistically analyzed through 

one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and post-hoc test (Tukey analysis). 

Differences were regarded being of statistical significance when p < 0.05.
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3. Results 

3.1 Sensor surface characterization 

Before the QCM-D experiments, exemplary Ti-coated sensors went 

through wettability and roughness analysis . In the contact angle measurement, 

upon the 20th second, the 2 µL water droplets deposited on the sensor surface 

reached the equilibrium status with a contact angle of 47° ± 2.5°, which 

indicates a moderate hydrophilicity of the Ti sputtered sensor surface 

(Figure 12).  

 
Figure 12: Contact angle measurment through DSA 10-Mk2 drop shape 
analysis system (Kruess, Hamburg, Germany). 

 

“The topographic images (Figure 13) in the small scan areas (≤ 50 

µm x 50 µm) show a morphology, which is characteristic for Ti coatings. 

For the scan areas received from the WLI measurements, this fine coating 

structure is not solvable, but the long-wave information from the quartz 

crystal can be achieved. Both sputtered quartz crystals exhibit the same 

moderate surface roughness, e.g. Sa = 0.84 nm and Sq = 1.1 nm in a 

scan area of 3 µm x 3 µm. The PSD function (Figure 14) calculated from 

all measurements of both sensors confirm the observed roughness 
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characteristic: The Ti coating leads to a bump in the PSD function around 

a spatial frequency of approx. 6 µm-1. This is typical for coatings and 

enables an estimation of its intrinsic thin film roughness. In the lower 

spatial frequency range, the function is dominated by the quartz crystal 

surface characteristic.” [85] 

 
Figure 13: AFM and WLI outcomes of the Ti-coated quartz crystal sensor 
surfaces. [85] 
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Figure 14: PSD function of the Ti-coated quartz crystal sensor surface. [85] 
 

3.2 QCM-D online experiments and Live/Dead staining 

3.2.1 Online formation of saliva-coated Ti-based biosensors 

As shown in Figure 15, after reaching the baseline with PBS, the 

prepared saliva solution was infiltrated into the chamber for 30 min, then, a 

final rinsing step with PBS was carried out for another 30 min. The salivary 

proteins interacting with the sensor surface induced an irreversible decrease of 

the frequency and increase of the dissipation, even upon the PBS rinsing step, 

which represented the irreversible formation of salivary pellicle on the Ti 

coated sensor surface. The signal reached equilibrium at a mean value of 

frequency decrease of Δfmean = -122 Hz and dissipation increase of ΔDmean = 

+42 Hz (first 60 min of reaction time in Figure 16). The retained saliva-mass 

adhering to the Ti surface was on average 537 ng/cm2. The saliva coating 

process on the Ti-coated sensors aimed at forming the salivary conditioned 

biosensors, which were used in the later process of detecting the 
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pellicle-mediated specific interactions with ABA and bacteria. 

 
Figure 15: QCM-D running sequence protocol A: online formation of 
saliva-coated Ti-based biosensors. [85] 
 

 
Figure 16: Exemplary QCM-D curves: online formation of saliva-coated 
Ti-based biosensors (protocol A in Figure 4). [85] 
 

3.2.2 ABA interacting with Ti sensors  

After application of the running sequence in Figure 17 (1), the interaction 

of ABA with the Ti surface showed a typical “U”-shaped signal with a particular 

reversible frequency change, with a rapid decrease and a rapid increase upon 

PBS rinsing (Figure 18). The average frequency decrease (Δfmean) was -361 
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Hz with fast kinetics and reached an equilibrium state that was maintained for 

the remaining flow time. Upon PBS rinsing, within about 5 minutes, the 

frequency increased sharply (Δfmean = +332 Hz) reaching nearly the primary 

baseline level. On the contrary, within about 5 minutes, the dissipation signal 

increased fast (ΔDmean = +270 Hz) and reached equilibrium, then, upon PBS it 

decreased fast (ΔDmean = -278 Hz) to the level of the baseline [85]. After 

decrease and increase of frequency, the total change of frequency was on 

average -29 Hz. Calculation according to the Sauerbrey equation yields a 

small amount of residual ABA of 127.3 ng/cm2 on the Ti surface after PBS 

rinsing. 

 
Figure 17: QCM-D running sequence protocol B: online interaction of ABA and 
Ti-based biosensors surface with (2) and without (1) saliva coating. [85] 
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Figure 18: Exemplary QCM-D curve: interaction of ABA and Ti-based 
biosensors surface (protocol B1 in Figure 4). [85] 
 

3.2.3 ABA interacting with saliva-coated biosensors 

ABA interacting with a saliva coated biosensor surface (Figure 17 (2)) is 

shown in Figure 19. ABA caused a fast decrease of frequency (Δfmean = -302 

Hz) and a fast increase of dissipation (ΔDmean = +251 Hz), then both the 

frequency and dissipation came to equilibrium. When the PBS flow started, a 

sharp increase of frequency (Δfmean = +338 Hz) and sharp decrease of 

dissipation (ΔDmean = -273 Hz) occurred (Figure 19). After rinsing on the 

pre-conditioned Ti surface, the total ABA-induced frequency change is +36 Hz, 

which theoretically equals a mass-loss of 159 ng/cm2. 
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Figure 19: Exemplary QCM-D curves: interaction of ABA and Ti-based 
biosensors surface coated with saliva (protocol B2 in Figure 4). [85] 
 

3.2.4 Influence of salivary pellicle on S. gordonii adhesion 

1) S. gordonii interacting with Ti sensors  

According to the running sequence in Figure 20 (1), after 120 min flow of 

bacterial solution, S. gordonii (S.g.) caused a gradual frequency decrease of 

Δfmean = -226 Hz and an increase of dissipation of ΔDmean = +398 Hz, both 

reached an equilibrium state (Figure 21). The frequency decrease indicated a 

mass loading process due to the S. gordonii attachment. The frequency and 

dissipation kept unchanged upon PBS rinsing, which implied none obvious 

desorption being induced by PBS. As shown in Figure 22, dense and green 

bacterial films were visible on the sensor surface after Live/Dead staining. 

 
Figure 20: First part of QCM-D running sequence of protocol D: S. gordonii 
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interacting with Ti-based biosensors surface with (2) and without (1) saliva 
coating. [85] 

 
Figure 21: Exemplary QCM-D curves: S. gordonii interaction with Ti-coated 
sensor surface (first part of protocol D1 in Figure 4). [85] 

 
Figure 22: Exemplary image of Live/Dead stained S. gordonii after 120 min 
flowing over Ti-coated sensor surface (first part of protocol D1 in Figure 4). 
[85] 

2) S. gordonii interacting with saliva-coated biosensors  

According to the running sequence in Figure 20 (2), completely different 

results were found. When applying S. gordonii now on the saliva coated 

biosensor surface for 120 min, the dissipation increased for ΔDmean = +28 Hz, 

nevertheless, the frequency increased similarly for Δfmean = + 39 Hz, which 
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abnormally indicated a mass-loss effect rather than the typical mass loading 

effect (Figure 23). However, green stained and thus alive bacteria were found 

on the biosensor surface after Live/Dead staining, exhibiting a relatively lower 

density compared with the bacteria on the unconditioned Ti (Figure 24). 

 
Figure 23: Exemplary QCM-D curves: S. gordonii interacting with saliva 
coated biosensor surface (first part of protocol D2 in Figure 4). [85] 
 
 

 
Figure 24: Exemplary image of Live/Dead stained S. gordonii after 120 min 
flowing on saliva coated biosensor surface (first part of protocol D2 in 
Figure 4). [85] 
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3.2.5 Impact of ABA application on S. gordonii adhesion 

1) S. gordonii interacting with Ti sensors, pre-conditioned with ABA  

On the titanium surface pre-condtioned with ABA mouth rinse solution for 

30 min (Figure 25 (1)), a frequency decrease of Δfmean = -121 Hz and a 

dissipation increase of ΔDmean = +246 Hz (Figure 26) was induced by the 

adhesion of S. gordonii. After Live/Dead staining, the adhered S. gordonii on 

the ABA pre-conditioned sensor surface are still dense and green colored, 

which is similar to the bacteria on the Ti sensor surface without ABA 

conditioning: almost all bacteria bound on the ABA pretreated surface were 

kept alive (Figure 27). 

 
Figure 25: QCM-D running sequence of protocol C: impact of ABA on S. 
gordonii adhesion toward Ti-coated biosensors surface with (2) and without (1) 
saliva coating. [85] 
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Figure 26: Exemplary QCM-D curves: S. gordonii interacting with Ti-coated 
sensor surface preconditioned with ABA (protocol C1 in Figure 4). [85] 

 
Figure 27: Exemplary image of Live/Dead stained S. gordonii after 120 min 
flowing over Ti-coated sensor surface preconditioned with ABA (protocol C1 in 
Figure 4). [85] 

2) S. gordonii interacting with saliva-coated biosensors, pre-conditioned 

with ABA  

To figure out the influence of pellicle toward the ABA binding and the 

interaction with bacterial adhesion, 30 min of ABA solution was flown over the 

salivary preconditioned biosensor surface, followed with another 120 min of S. 

gordonii run (Figure 25 (2)). Similar to the interaction of S. gordonii on the 
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pellicle surface, S. gordonii also induced an increase of both frequency (Δfmean 

= 20 Hz) and dissipation (ΔDmean = 35 Hz) (Figure 28). The fluorescent 

microscopy outcomes disclosed a dense and predominantly green layer of S. 

gordonii on the biosensor surface (Figure 29). 

 
Figure 28: Exemplary QCM-D curves: S. gordonii interacting with 
saliva-coated biosensor surface preconditioned with ABA (protocol C2 in 
Figure 4). [85] 

 
Figure 29: Exemplary image of Live/Dead stained S. gordonii after 120 min 
flowing over saliva-coated biosensor surface preconditioned with ABA 
(protocol C2 in Figure 4). [85] 
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3) ABA interacting with S. gordonii, pre-adhered to Ti sensors  

For the investigation of ABA solution interacting with S. gordonii adhered 

on Ti surface, 30 min of ABA solution was flown over the S. gordonii film 

formed for 120 min on the Ti coated sensor surface (Figure 30(1)). As 

depicted in Figure 31, a typical signal of dissipation increase and frequency 

decrease was developed during the120 min process of S. gordonii adhesion. 

Subsequently, a rapid decrease of frequency (Δfmean = -985 Hz) together with a 

fast increase of dissipation (ΔDmean = +1050 Hz) was induced by the ABA 

solution. Upon PBS rinsing, a sharp decrease of dissipation (ΔDmean = -899 Hz) 

and a sharp increase of frequency (Δfmean = +818 Hz) occurred [85]. The final 

total frequency change upon ABA is -167 Hz, which represents a final mass 

increase of the adsorbed film due to ABA interaction of 740 ng/cm2 (Figure 31). 

Fluorescence microscopy revealed a dense red stained S. gordonii biofilm, 

representing the killed bacteria on the sensor surface (Figure 32). 

 
Figure 30: QCM-D running sequence of protocol D: ABA interacting with S. 
gordonii pre-adhered to Ti sensors with (2) and without (1) saliva coating. [85] 
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Figure 31: Exemplary QCM-D curves: ABA interacting with S. gordonii 
attached to Ti-coated sensor surface (protocol D1 in Figure 4). [85] 

 
Figure 32: Exemplary image of Live/Dead staining of ABA applying to 
Ti-coated sensor surface attached S. gordonii (protocol D1 in Figure 4). [85] 

4) ABA interacting with S. gordonii, pre-adhered to saliva-coated 

biosensors  

According to the sequence in Figure 30 (2), after the attachment of S. 

gordonii on the saliva-coated biosensor, ABA caused similarly significant signal 

changes (Δfmean = -753 Hz, ΔDmean = +779 Hz), also followed by fast 

reversibility (Δfmean = +586 Hz, ΔDmean = -513 Hz,) upon the starting of PBS 
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flow. The total residual mass drop caused by ABA interaction on this surface 

was on average 737 ng/cm2 (Figure 33). Microscopic results revealed a red 

and dense S. gordonii film (Figure 34), which implied that all these surface 

bound bacteria were killed after ABA rinsing. 

 
Figure 33: Exemplary QCM-D curves: ABA interacting with S. gordonii 
attached to saliva-coated biosensor surface (protocol D2 in Figure 4). [85] 

 
Figure 34: Exemplary image of Live/Dead staining of ABA acting on S. 
gordonii attached to saliva-coated biosensor surface (protocol D2 in Figure 4). 
[85] 

5) Mixture of ABA and S. gordonii interacting with Ti sensors  

As shown in Figure 35 (1), the mixture of ABA and S. gordonii was 
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applied on the Ti coated sensor surface for 120 min. After the sharp decrease 

of frequency (Δfmean = -92 Hz) in almost 5 min, and a sharp dissipation 

increase (ΔDmean = +39 Hz), both the frequency and dissipation reached 

equilibrium. The equilibrated signals were partially reversible, with a fast 

frequency increase (Δfmean = +56 Hz), and a fast decrease of dissipation 

(ΔDmean = -36 Hz) after PBS rinsing (Figure 36). The Live/Dead staining 

outcomes indicated that the S. gordonii attached on the sensor surface formed 

a film of relatively low density (Figure 37). 

 
Figure 35: QCM-D running sequence of protocol E: mixture of ABA and S. 
gordonii interacting with Ti sensors with (2) and without (1) saliva coating. [85] 
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Figure 36: Exemplary QCM-D curves: mixture of ABA and S. gordonii 
interacting with Ti-coated sensor surface (protocol E1 in Figure 4). [85] 
 

 
Figure 37: Exemplary image of Live/Dead staining of mixture of ABA and S. 
gordonii interacting with Ti-coated sensor surface (protocol E1 in Figure 4). 
[85] 

6) Mixture of ABA and S. gordonii interacting with saliva-coated 

biosensors  

In order to simulate the clinical situation of applying ABA mouth rinse, 

which is mixed with the bacteria in the oral cavity, on the Ti implant surface 

covered with pellicle, a mixture of ABA and S. gordonii was flown over the 
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salivary biosensor surface for 120 min (Figure 35 (2)). After an initial rapid 

decrease of frequency and an increase of dissipation, both the frequency and 

dissipation exhibited a simultaneous positive signal drift in the 120 min flow 

process, ending with a final change of Δfmean = +14 Hz and ΔDmean = +44 Hz 

[85]. Inconspicuous reversibility occurred upon PBS rinsing accompanied with 

a minor increase in frequency (Δfmean = +39 Hz) and a minor drop in dissipation 

ΔDmean = -22 Hz (Figure 38). The fluorescence microscopic results showed 

completely red stained bacteria and medium density of the S. gordonii film 

(Figure 39). 

 
Figure 38: Exemplary QCM-D curves: mixture of ABA and S. gordonii 
interacting with saliva-coated biosensor surface (protocol E2 in Figure 4). [85] 
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Figure 39: Exemplary image of Live/Dead staining of mixture of ABA and S. 
gordonii interacting with saliva-coated biosensor surface (protocol E2 in 
Figure 4). [85] 
 

3.2.6 Summarized results of ABA and bacteria caused f and D shifts 

To sum up the results of the different QCM-D runs, and to simultaneously 

compare the frequency shifts induced by the different analyte solutions, the 

mean values of final frequency shifts induced by ABA interacting with different 

interfaces, and frequency changes caused by bacterial attachment toward 

differently conditioned Ti-coated sensor surfaces, and the bacterial viability 

were calculated and summarized in Table 1.  “ABA showed distinct frequency 

shifts when flown over pre-adhered S. gordonii, indicating a strong interaction 

of ABA molecule and bacterial surface (Figure 40). After rinsing with PBS, the 

final ABA caused frequency shifts were largest on the bacteria compared to 

that on saliva or pure Ti surfaces (Figure 41). All the S. gordonii adhesion on 

different modified surfaces involving saliva coated biosensor showed positive 

change of frequency. ” [85] 
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Figure 40: “S. gordonii (left part) and ABA (right part) caused frequency 
changes in different flowing sequence groups including on the saliva-coated 
biosensor and Ti-coated sensor surface. The data shown above are 
mean ± SD, n = 5; Asterisks (*) represented the statistically significant 
differences between the means of different groups (P<0.05). ABA (antibacterial 
agent), S.g. (S. gordonii), Sal (saliva), Ti (titanium).” [85] 
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Figure 41: “After PBS flowing, ABA interaction caused final frequency change 
on different surface situation in different flowing sequences groups. The data 
shown above are mean±SD, n = 5; Asterisks (*) represented the statistically 
significant differences between the means of different groups (P < 0.05). ABA 
(antibacterial agent), S.g. (S. gordonii), Sal (saliva), Ti (titanium).” [85] 
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Table  1 : Sum
m

ary of Q
C

M
-D

 frequency and dissipation shifts and Sauerbrey calculations of adsorbed m
ass upon different 

interaction sequences of ABA and S
. gordonii, and the bacterial viability based on Live/D

ead staining.  The blue colored num
bers 

indicate the decrease of frequency and the red color represents the ob served death of bacteria. 
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3.3 SEM, FE-SEM and HIM analysis after QCM-D run 

As shown in Live/Dead staining results above, after rinsing with the ABA, 

all surface-adhered bacteria were killed [85]. For the purpose of analyzing 

possible ABA induced bacterial surface structure changes, the samples were 

investigated through SEM, FE-SEM and HIM. As control group, the S. gordonii 

adhered on pellicle surface are analyzed under SEM and FE-SEM. At the 

magnification of 5000x, a single layer of S. gordonii chains was found 

dispersed irregularly on the pellicle surface (Figure 42). At the magnification of 

40000x and 120000x through high resolution FE-SEM, the S. gordonii 

arranged in chain was found laying on the pellicle surface and was 

characterized with granular surface, which might be due to the sputtering 

Au-Pd particles covering the bacterial surface (Figure 43, Figure 44). In the 

ABA treatment group, at the magnification of 5000x and 10000x, S. gordonii 

chains laying on the pellicle showed almost no difference compared to the 

control group (Figure 45, Figure 46). At a higher magnification of 43000x and 

150000x, no obvious membrane perforation could be observed on the granular 

bacterial surface after interacting with ABA (Figure 47, Figure 48). 

After being treated by ABA solution, no significant membrane perforation 

of S. gordonii could be detected through SEM and FE-SEM. This might be due 

to the Au-Pd sputtering on the bacterial surface, which might cover the 

potential perforation of the bacterial membrane to prevent it from being 

detected. According to the cross sectional HIM image of Au-Pd sputtered S. 

gordonii, an approximately 20 nm thick Au-Pd layer could be seen (Figure 49, 

Figure 50). The small holes on the cross-section surface near to the 

membrane layer might represent perforations within the membrane. Thus, a 

further attempt of using HIM to analyze the non-sputtered S. gordonii was 

made (Figure 51). At a relative low magnification, the HIM showed smooth 

bacterial surfaces, which is quite different from the granular surface 

characteristic of the sputtered bacterial surface (Figure 51 A.B). However, 
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when the un-sputtered bacteria were exposed under the HIM beam 

continuously, the S. gordonii experienced a distinct shrinkage (Figure 51 C.D). 

Due to the issue of shrinkage, checking the surface perforation of the bacterial 

membrane under HIM with current parameter settings was not feasible. Other 

parameter settings will be tested in the future to avoid the bacterial shrinkage 

problem. Till now, no distinct bacterial membrane damage on the samples 

could be detected through SEM, FE-SEM, and HIM. 

 
Figure 42: SEM image after 120 min flow of S. gordonii adhered on saliva 
coated biosensor at the magnification of 5000x.  
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Figure 43: FE-SEM image after 120 min flow of S. gordonii adhered on saliva 
coated biosensor at the magnification of 40000x. [85] 
 

 
Figure 44: FE-SEM image after 120 min flow of S. gordonii adhered on saliva 
coated biosensor at the magnification of 120000x. [85] 
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Figure 45: SEM image after 120 min flow of S. gordonii treated by ABA for 30 
min on saliva coated biosensor at the magnification of 5000x SEM. [85] 
 

 
Figure 46: FE-SEM image after 120 min flow of S. gordonii treated by ABA for 
30 min on saliva coated biosensor at the magnification of 10000x. [85] 
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Figure 47: FE-SEM image after 120 min flow of S. gordonii treated by ABA for 
30 min on saliva coated biosensor at the magnification of 43000x. [85] 
 

 
Figure 48: FE-SEM image after 120 min flow of S. gordonii treated by ABA for 
30 min on saliva coated biosensor at the magnification of 150000x. [85] 
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Figure 49: HIM cross-section image of ABA treated S. gordonii adhered on 
saliva coated biosensor surface (details show below). The bacterial cells are 
sputtered with a layer of Au-Pd and an additional layer of Pt to protect the 
bacteria in the cutting cross section process.  
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Figure 50: HIM cross-section image of the single S. gordonii treated with ABA 
adhered on saliva coated biosensor surface. The bacterial cells were sputtered 
with a layer of Au-Pd and an additional layer of Pt before the cross section 
process. The green color represents the bacteria cell; The yellow color 
represents the sputtered Au-Pd layer; The black layer is the Pt cover layer for 
E-beam; The outmost layer is the Pt cover layer for I-beam. 
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Figure 51: HIM images of un-sputtered (no Au-Pd coating) ABA treated S. 
gordonii adhered on the saliva coated biosensor surface. A: HIM 8500x; B: 
HIM 37000x; C & D: The shrinkage of the uncoated bacterial cell (marked with 
the green dot line) after being continuously exposed to the beam.  
 

3.4 Dissipation-frequency (ΔD-Δf) plots and their interpretation 

Figure 52 shows the ΔD-Δf plot of S. gordonii solution flowing over the 

ABA preconditioned Ti coated sensor surface. Upon PBS rinsing, the ΔD/Δf 

curve of ABA with a negative slope headed back exactly coinciding with the 

original ABA curve to the start point of ABA, and changed to a steeper negative 

slope upon S. gordonii. When applying S. gordonii over the ABA treated saliva 

coated sensor surface (Figure 53), the negative gradual slope caused by 

saliva turned steeper upon ABA. When rinsing with PBS, the curve returned 

with exactly the same slope as ABA to the ABA start point and then headed to 
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a positive slope upon S. gordonii. In the sequence of flowing ABA solution over 

S. gordonii pre-adhered to the Ti-coated sensor surface (Figure 54), the steep 

negative slope caused by S. gordonii became less steep upon ABA and was 

partly reversible upon PBS rinsing, which means the ABA induced advancing 

curve and the PBS induced return curve being of a general mirror symmetry 

but appeared with inconsistent starting point and ending point. As depicted in 

As shown in Figure 55, during the process of applying ABA on the S. gordonii 

bound saliva-coated biosensor, the ΔD/Δf curve started with a saliva induced 

flat negative slope and a positive slope due to S. gordonii, followed by an ABA 

induced steep negative slope, and finally showed a similar partial reversibility 

as described above. A multi-comparison between the different ΔD-Δf plots 

were carried out and described below: 

“The ΔD/Δf slopes of ABA, saliva, and S. gordonii interacting with 

pure Ti are all negative, characterized by decreasing frequencies and 

increasing dissipations during interaction. A significant exception from this 

D/f signal pattern that reflects mass loading has been found in the 

interaction of S. gordonii with the saliva-coated biosensor, where the 

frequency slightly increased during adhesion indicating mass-loss 

(Figure 53, Figure 55).” [85] 

“Comparing the impact of antibacterial agent on the rigidity of 

bacterial films, the slopes indicate a slightly higher film rigidity on pure Ti 

(Figure 54) compared to a film formed on Ti that was pre-conditioned by 

ABA (Figure 52). The agent further increases the rigidity of bacterial films 

if applied onto an already formed film (Figure 54). In cases it acts on a 

film with bacteria bound to pure Ti as shown in Figure 54 compared to 

bacteria specifically bound to a pre-adsorbed salivary film (Figure 55), the 

latter appears slightly more dissipative [85]. Furthermore, the interaction 

of bactericide in both cases is not fully reversible as observed on pure Ti 

(Figure 52) and on the biosensor, where it increased the softness of the 

pellicle film to a low extent (Figure 53). This irreversibility observed in 
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Figure 54 and Figure 55 indicates at the end of the interaction with S. 

gordonii that the antibacterial agent has caused a significant increase of 

adsorbed, dissipative mass.” [85] 

 
Figure 52: Exemplary ΔD-Δf plots of QCM-D sequence of applying S. gordonii 
on ABA preconditioned Ti-coated sensor surface (protocol C1 in Figure 4: 
ABA-S.g.). The flow sequences of the different solutions were indicated by the 
gray arrows. [85] 
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Figure 53: Exemplary ΔD-Δf plots of QCM-D sequence of applying S. gordonii 
on ABA preconditioned saliva-coated biosensor surface (protocol C2 in 
Figure 4: Sal-ABA-S.g.). The flow sequences of the different solutions are 
indicated by the gray arrows. [85] 

 
Figure 54: Exemplary ΔD-Δf plots of QCM-D sequence of applying ABA on S. 
gordonii adhered to Ti-coated sensor surface (protocol D1 in 
Figure 4: S.g.-ABA). The flow sequences of different solutions are 
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represented by the gray arrows. The gray dashed lines symbolized the partial 
irreversibility of ABA and S. gordonii interaction, which caused a final mass 
loading. [85] 

 
Figure 55: Exemplary ΔD-Δf plots of QCM-D sequence of applying ABA on S. 
gordonii adhered to saliva-coated biosensor surface (protocol D2 in Figure 4: 
Sal-S.g.-ABA). The flow sequences of different solutions are represented by 
the gray arrows. The gray dashed lines symbolize the partial irreversibility of 
ABA and S. gordonii interaction, which caused a final mass loading. [85] 
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3.5 QCM-Microscopy set-up construction and application 

3.5.1 Microscopic lens selection 

 
Figure 56: QCM-D flow chamber exposed to fluorescent light for dynamic 
observation through microscopy. The chamber was fixed with four parallel 
screws for liquid sealing. Due to the limitation of focusing distance, the 
enlarged concave indentation of the window of the chamber allows to provide 
more space for the free movement of the lens of the microscopy. The lens 
used here is a LDN Achromat 20x 0.35 (Carl Zeiss Jena). 
 

In the process of focusing and after focusing, the 40x lens (Figure 57 A) 

required more horizontal space for movement to observe different regions of 

the sensor. The other problem was that, the fixation screws (the gray metal 

screw for fixing and sealing of the chamber) and the tube connector screws 

restrict this movement. For observing the working region of the quartz surface, 

a lateral movement of at least 2.5 mm was required (Figure 57 B). Actually, 

the distance between the two tube connector screws (black screws) was 54.98 

mm, which was smaller than the sum of the diameter of the 40x lens and the 

lateral movement distance (51.66 + 2.5 × 2 = 56.66 mm). The height of the 

tube connector screw (11.53 mm) was larger than the focusing distance from 

the lens to the flow cell surface (5.35 mm) (Figure 57 B), which means when 
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the 40x lens focused, the front part of the lens has already reached the lateral 

movement limited region caused by the tube connector screws. The distance 

between the fix screws (gray) was 61.94 mm, which did not interfere with the 

lateral movement (Figure 57 C).  Therefore, the 11.53 mm height-tube 

connector screws were shortened to 2 mm height, which was enough for 

causing no disturbing to the lateral movement (Figure 57 D). In the meantime, 

the four fix screws were put upside down, which made the lateral movement of 

the 40x lens more flexible (Figure 57 D). 

 
Figure 57: Construction of the mirror lens (40x 0.50, Carl Zeiss Jena) and 
adjustment of the QCM-D flow chamber. A: Focused 40x lens with an 
additional correction lens in front; B: Mode graph for the focused 40x lens with 
distance and diameter parameters; C: Schematic graph of the flow cell, the 
distance between fixing screws and the tube connection screws interfered with 
the lateral movement of the lens; D: The modification of the flow cell screws 
(as the green line shows): the right side is the original screw region, the left 
side is the modified screw region with upside-down fixing screws and cut tube 
connector screws. This modification aimed at offering more space for the free 
horizontal and vertical movement of the 40x lens to observe more region of 
sensor surface and reach the vertical focus distance without being interfered 
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by the screws or the tube connectors. 
 

A comparison of different image effects between the 20x and 40x lens in 

different situations was utilized to choose the best focusing method in the 

online monitoring process for the QCM-D flow chamber. For both the 20x and 

40x lens, the company offered an additional correction lens, which could be 

added to the front of the respective lenses for correcting different thicknesses 

of the cover glasses. The images were taken in three different situations: 

directly on the quartz surface outside of the flow chamber, on the quartz 

surface in the empty flow chamber, and on the quartz surface in the PBS filled 

flow chamber. For the 20x lens, focusing without additional correction lens was 

much easier to achieve and the images were sharper than with the correction 

lens.   

However, the images taken with the 40x lens were more blurry and 

washed-out than with the 20x lens. For direct observation on the quartz 

surface through the same fluorescent light, the pictures made by 40x lens 

appeared darker than by the 20x lens (Figure 58 A, B, C). When switching to 

bacteria, which were bound on the quartz surface in an empty flow chamber, 

the small single bacteria could be clearly observed with the 20x lens, but with 

40x lens with or without correction lens, an unclear halo was always observed 

surrounding the single bacteria (Figure 58 D, E, F). In the real condition of 

observation on bacteria bound quartz in a PBS filled flow chamber, the 

situation became even worse, with the 20x lens the investigation field turned 

more blurry than without PBS filling. At least, the focus on bacteria was clear 

but impaired by a blurry background. The only thing to be seen with 40x lens 

was a blurry dark and unclear field (Figure 58 G, H, I). To simplify the situation 

of a PBS filled flow chamber, an investigation of the fluorescent marker dots 

was made on quartz surface and analyzed through different magnification 

lenses. However, the blurry and halo situation occurred similarly under the 40x 

lens (Figure 58 J, K, L). It was almost impossible to find a focus on the blurry 
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and dark field caused by this 40x lens especially under the real and 

complicated flowing situation. So the final decision was made to abandon the 

40x lens with and without additional correction lens and to use the 20x lens 

without additional correction lens in the following analyzing process. 

 

 
Figure 58: Focused fluorescent images of different situations with different 
magnification lenses: 
A: LDN Achromat 20x: without correction lens, directly on quartz surface; 
B: Mirror lens 40x: with correction lens, directly on quartz surface; 
C: Mirror lens 40x: without correction lens, directly on quartz surface; 
D: LDN Achromat 20x: without correction lens, quartz surface in empty flow 
chamber; 
E: Mirror lens 40x: with correction lens, quartz surface in empty flow chamber 
F: Mirror lens 40x: without correction lens, quartz surface in empty flow 
chamber; 
G: LDN Achromat 20x: without correction lens quartz surface in PBS filled flow 
chamber; 
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H: Mirror lens 40x: with correction lens, quartz surface in PBS filled flow 
chamber; 
I: Mirror lens 40x: without correction lens, quartz surface in PBS filled flow 
chamber; 
J: LDN Achromat 20x: without correction lens, fluorescent marker dots on 
quartz surface in PBS filled flow chamber; 
K: Mirror lens 40x: with correction lens, fluorescent marker dots on quartz 
surface in PBS filled flow chamber; 
L: Mirror lens 40x: without correction lens, fluorescent marker dots on quartz 
surface in PBS filled flow chamber. 
 

3.5.2 Consecutive fluorescent microscopic photo making 

The 3-hour run of S. gordonii over the Ti coated sensor surface ended 

with a small total increase of both frequency (ΔF = +37.7 Hz) and dissipation 

(ΔD = +72.4 Hz) (Figure 59). For an appropriate online image taking process, 

a clear focusing of the S. gordonii bound to the sensor surface on the bottom 

of the flow chamber without being influenced by the Live/Dead stained bacteria 

flow was very important for the success of the experiment. The flow of stained 

bacteria always contributed to a blurry background in the image taking process. 

Thus, washing of the stained bacteria was additionally applied after the 

staining process as shown in Figure 11. According to the protocol described in 

Figure 11, the flowing bacteria with the concentration of OD 620 nm = 0.54 could 

reach a high surface density in a very short time, which hinders obtaining a 

clear focus and taking a consecutive picture with an ascending increase of 

surface density. Thus, the flow of bacteria with OD 620 nm = 0.1 was much more 

suitable providing enough time to focus and to get the required images of 

ascending density of surface bound bacteria. The images taken from the 

stained bacteria without washing procedure showed a better focus situation 

with clear and shining single bacteria. Therefore, the dilution procedure for the 

formal experiment was conducted without washing and at a concentration of 

OD 620 nm = 0.1. 

In the 3 hour runs of stained S. gordonii (OD 620 nm = 0.1) over the Ti 

coated quartz, an increase of both frequency (ΔF = +37.7 Hz) and dissipation 
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(ΔD = +72.4 Hz) occurred (Figure 59). After successfully focusing on the 

bacteria bound onto the sensor surface, the images were taken continually 

every 5 min in the same region. Here, exemplary images of the complete 

dynamic process are shown (Figure 60). The surface bound S. gordonii 

showed a continuous increase of bacterial density over time (Figure 60, A-H). 

When the PBS rinsing started, the background became clearer and the 

surface density did not change (Figure 60, H). Meanwhile, the frequency and 

dissipation remained at the same equilibrium level after rinsing (Figure 59), 

which indicates that the PBS rinsing process could not remove the surface 

bound S. gordonii from the sensor. 

 
Figure 59: Adhesion experiment of SYTO 9 stained S. gordonii (OD 620 nm = 
0.1) flowing for 3 hours over the Ti coated quartz sensor cleaned with both 70% 
ethanol ultrasonic bath and 15 min O2 plasma with photo taking every 5 min 
under the fluorescent microscope. The binding of S. gordonii induced an 
increase of frequency (ΔF = +37.7 Hz) and an increase of dissipation (ΔD = 
+72.4 Hz). A: PBS baseline; B: S. gordonii running for 3 hours; C: PBS. The 
fluorescent light caused the spikes on the curve. 

A B
 

C
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Juergen Geis-Gerstorfer a, Frank Gehring b, Frank Rupp a  

Novel QCM-D/microscopy set-up for real-time 
analysis of bacterial binding onto biomaterial-

coated sensors 

 
  

Background and Aims 

Mass-sensitive quartz crystal microbalance 

with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) is 

widely used in sensing bacterial binding [1]. 

Studies indicate that due to dissipative 

energy losses, bacterial mass loading cannot 

be directly calculated by the classical 

Sauerbrey equation. Therefore, this study 

aimed at correlating the number of surface-

bound bacteria with simultaneously detected 

frequency and dissipation signals to improve 

QCM-D data interpretation. 
Materials and Methods 

A QCM-D flow chamber device (qCell T 

µOpto; 3T analytik) with an optical window 

and a titanium (Ti)-coated quartz sensor was 

combined with a fluorescent microscope. 

The early oral colonizer Streptococcus 

gordonii was cultured in Schaedler medium, 

harvested by centrifugation, stained with 

SYTO®9 and diluted with PBS to OD620 = 

0.1. After reaching stable signal baselines 

with PBS, the stained bacteria were pumped 

with 60 µl/min through the system for 3 

hours, followed by 30 min PBS rinsing. 

Fluorescent microscopic images were made 

every 5 min. The bacterial number was 

counted with Image J and correlated with the 

frequency and dissipation signal through q 

viewer 18.0. 

Conclusion 

A mass loss was detected by QCM-D 

during S. gordonii binding even though 

microscopically an increase of the 

number of attached bacteria was 

observed. This frequency increase can 

be interpreted here by the coupled 

oscillator model and indicated a soft, 

punctual binding of the bacteria. The 

combined QCM-D/microscopy set-up 

presented here can also be used for 

the online testing of antimicrobial 

agents and surfaces.  

Contact 

http://www.mwt-tuebingen.de 
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Fig. 2 Correlation between the change of QCM-D 
signal and the amount of Ti sensor surface-bound 
S. gordonii. A. The correlation between the 
increase of frequency and the number of surface 
bound bacteria; B. The correlation between the 
increase of dissipation and the number of surface-
bound bacteria. 

Fig. 3 Linear correlation between the number 
of bound bacteria and frequency dissipation 
change.  A. The positive linear correlation 
between frequency and number of surface-
bound bacteria; B. Positive linear correlation 
between dissipation and number of surface-
bound bacteria.  

Results 

The online fluorescent images showed a 

continuous increase of bacterial density 

over time (Fig. 1). The 3-hour S. gordonii 

runs ended with a small increase of both 

f requency (ΔF = +37 .7Hz) and 

dissipation (ΔD = +72.4Hz) (Fig. 2). The 

number of surface-bound S. gordonii 

were found to be positively correlated 

with both frequency and dissipation (Fig. 

3). 
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Fig. 1 Online fluorescent images of S. gordonii 
attached to Ti sensor surface at different time points 
during the S. gordonii flow, 20x. A: 15 min, B: 35 
min, C: 55 min, D: 75 min, E: 95 min, F: 115 min, G: 
135 min, H: 155 min, I:  175 min, J: 195 min (after 
PBS rinsing). 
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Figure 60: Representative consecutive online fluorescent images of S.  
gordonii (OD 620 nm = 0.1) attached to Ti sensor surface cleaned with both 70% 
ethanol ultrasonic bath and 15 min O2 plasma at different time points during 
the S. gordonii flow, 200 x. A: 15 min, B: 35 min, C: 55 min, D: 75 min, E: 95 
min, F: 115 min, G: 135 min, H: 155 min, I: 175 min, J: 195 min (after PBS 
rinsing). The scale bar represents 200 μm.  
 

However, the flows of OD 620 nm = 0.1 fluorescent stained S. gordonii over 

the gold-coated quartz surface induced a decrease of frequency (ΔF = -23.2 

Hz) and an almost unchanged dissipation signal (ΔD = +1.9 Hz) (Figure 61). 

At the beginning, there was only a small amount of S. gordonii binding on the 

surface with a relative blurry green background (Figure 62, A). The surface 

density increased gradually with time (Figure 62, A-F). Similarly, when PBS 

rinsing started, the blurry green background became darker and clearer 

(Figure 62, F). 

 
Figure 61: Adhesion experiment of Syto-9 stained S. gordonii (OD 620 nm = 0.1) 
flowing for 2 hours over the gold-coated quartz cleaned with both 70% ethanol 
ultrasonic bath and 15 min of O2 plasma with images taken every 5 min under 
the fluorescent microscope. The binding of S. gordonii induced a decrease of 
frequency (ΔF = -23.2 Hz) and an almost unchanged dissipation (ΔD = +1.9 
Hz).  A: PBS baseline; B: S. gordonii running for 2 hours; C: PBS. 
 

A B C
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Figure 62: Online consecutive fluorescent images of the attached S. gordonii 
(OD 620 nm = 0.1) on gold-coated quartz surface in a 2 hours running period at 
different time points after switching to S. gordonii flow, 200x. A: 45 min; B: 65 
min; C: 85 min; D: 105 min; E: 125 min; F: 145 min (after PBS rinsing). The 
scale bar represents 200 μm.  
 

3.5.3 Combination of bacterial count and QCM-D signal 

The data from QCM-D f and D signals and the consecutive pictures were 

imported into qGraph Viewer (Figure 63). The Image J software embedded in 

the qGraph viewer was used to calculate the amount of the surface bound 

bacteria, which were further correlated with the corresponding frequency and 

dissipation curve (Figure 64). The numbers of surface-bound S. gordonii 

increased with the increase of both frequency and dissipation (Figure 65) [85]. 
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After linear regression analysis, the numbers of surface-bound S. gordonii 

were found to be positively correlated with both frequency (R2 = 0.8471) and 

dissipation (R2 = 0.7877) (Figure 66). 
 

 
Figure 63: Correlating the consecutive fluorescent images with the same time 
points on the frequency curve, the gray dots shown at the spike region in the 
frequency curve represented the correlated image data at the corresponding 
time points. 
 

 

 
Figure 64: Correlating the number of surface bound bacteria in the imaging 
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field with the frequency change at each time point through the qGraph Viewer 
software embedded with Image J. 
 
 

 
Figure 65: Correlation between the change of QCM-D signal and the amount 
of Ti sensor surface-bound S. gordonii in the imaging field. A. The correlation 
between the increase of frequency and the number of surface-bound bacteria; 
B. The correlation between the increase of dissipation and the number of 
surface-bound bacteria. The spikes in frequency and dissipation were due to 
the fluorescent light-induced temperature change during image taking. 
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Figure 66: Linear correlation between the number of surface-bound bacteria 
and frequency or dissipation change.  A. Positive linear correlation between 
frequency and number of surface-bound bacteria; B. Positive linear correlation 
between dissipation and number of surface-bound bacteria.  
 

3.5.4 Analysis of antibacterial function  

For the purpose of online microscopic observation of the dynamic 
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interaction between bacteria and ABA, stained bacteria were flown over the 

surface first, then, the flow of ABA solution over the bacterial film was carried 

out. The emerging question was that when ABA triggered the interaction with 

the Live/Dead stained bacteria, will the bactericidal effect from ABA solution be 

indicated online by a color change? Theoretically, the bacteria will stay green 

even if they were killed, because the bacteria were stained before being killed. 

According to the mechanism of LIVE/DEAD® BacLightTM Bacterial Viability 

Kits, SYTO 9 can get into both live and dead bacteria, but propidium iodide (PI) 

can only get into the dead bacteria with broken membrane. Both SYTO 9 and 

PI are nucleic acid stain. After Live/Dead staining, no PI could be found inside 

the living bacteria. When flowing ABA over these living and stained bacteria, 

even though membrane perforation was expected by the bactericidal effect 

immediately, there was no additional PI molecule in the flow medium which 

could infiltrate through the damaged bacteria membrane and induce a red 

staining. Thus, the killed bacteria would still stay green.  

To prove this theory, a simplified glass slide staining experiment was 

carried out to figure out the possible procedure of monitoring the dynamic 

bacterial death upon ABA through the Live/Dead staining. Figure 67 A, B were 

similarly green, which proved the previous hypothesis that if make Live/Dead 

staining of bacteria before using ABA, the bacteria would not show any color 

change from green to red after being killed. In Figure 67 C, when Live/Dead 

staining was applied after applying ABA, the PI infiltrated through the 

perforated membrane and stained the bacteria red after being killed. However, 

this is only a staining process upon the end of the experiment, which could not 

indicate any dynamic change. In Figure 67 D, a modified process was used: a 

droplet (10 μL) of PBS washed live stained S. gordonii (Figure 11) and a 

droplet of mixture (10 μL) of ABA and PI were put on a glass slide, when the 

coverslip was laid on top, the two drop liquids were mixed up. A gradual color 

change from green to orange was observed in a short time period. This implies 

that flowing a mixture of ABA and PI into the flow chamber could provide the 
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possibility for dynamically monitoring color changes of the bacteria upon ABA.  

This staining procedure was further applied in the dynamic monitoring 

experiment in the flow chamber. The 30 min flow of S. gordonii (OD 620 nm = 

0.74) over the gold sensor surface induced a frequency decrease of 100 Hz 

and a dissipation increase of 100 Hz. The following flow of the ABA and PI 

mixture induced a fast 450 Hz decrease of frequency and a fast 550 Hz 

increase of dissipation (Figure 68). As shown in the dynamic images in the 

flow chamber, the gradual color change was from a total green to a mixture of 

green and orange stained bacteria, further to the total orange stained bacteria 

and finally back to green upon PBS rinsing (Figure 69). The single bacterial 

cells could be detected in the total process. 

 
Figure 67: Glass slide test with different ABA and S. gordonii Live/Dead stain 
process under fluorescent microscope (400x): 
A: Live (SYTO 9)+Dead (PI) stain S. gordonii for 15 min  
B: Live (SYTO 9)+Dead (PI) stain S. gordonii for 15 min, washed with PBS and 
centrifugation, then add ABA  
C: Live (SYTO 9)+ABA stain S. gordonii for 15 min, washed with PBS and 
centrifugation, then add Dead (PI)   
D: Live (SYTO 9) stain S. gordonii for 15 min, washed with PBS and 
centrifugation, then add mixture of ABA and PI (100 μL ABA + 100 μL PI). 
PI: propidium iodide; ABA: antibacterial agent. 
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Figure 68: SYTO 9 stained S. gordonii (OD 620 nm = 0.74) binding on 
ultrasonically cleaned gold-coated quartz sensors followed with ABA + PI 
mixture. A: PBS baseline; B: S. gordonii: 30 min; C: PBS: 15 min; D: 200 μL 
ABA + 200 μL PI mixture: 5 min; then stop pump for 5 min incubation; E: PBS 
rinsing 30 min. PI: propidium iodide; ABA: antibacterial agent. (The red line 
represents the frequency, the blue line represents dissipation). 

A B C ED
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Figure 69: Exemplary online fluorescent images (200 x) of SYTO 9 stained S. 
gordonii (OD 620 nm = 0.74) binding on ultrasonically and plasma cleaned 
gold-coated quartz sensors and interacting with ABA. In the ABA + PI mixture 
interaction stage, images were taken every 60 s. In PBS rinsing stage, photos 
were taken every 3 min. A: SYTO 9 stained green S. gordonii; B-G: Upon 
flowing 200 μL ABA + 200 μL PI mixture, the background and the S. gordonii 
gradually turned red within 5 min.; H: Upon PBS rinsing, the background 
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turned back to green, the small red dead single S. gordonii could be seen. C-F 
were the consecutive images taken every 60 s upon start of ABA. PI: 
propidium iodide; ABA: antibacterial agent. The small scratch in the image was 
made for keeping the focus in the same region. 
 

The other attempt was the utilization of the bacteria membrane penetrable 

stain (FDA, fluorescein diacetate, green) and the nucleic acid stain ethidium 

bromide (EB, red), which only infiltrate through the damaged bacterial 

membrane indicating the death of bacteria [127]. The FDA stained bacteria 

flowed into the cell and contributed to a decrease of frequency (ΔF = -65 Hz) 

and an increase of dissipation (ΔD = +371.2 Hz) (Figure 70 B). However, the 

FDA bleached away very fast accompanied with the blurry background 

(Figure 71 A), which caused the difficulty for focusing on the bacteria. The 

background and S. gordonii gradually turned red upon ABA flowing (Figure 71 

A-D). The ABA induced a sharp decrease (ΔF = -1042 Hz) and a sharp 

increase (ΔD = +2094 Hz) of dissipation (Figure 70 D). When switched to PBS 

rinsing, the background turned back to green, the unclear small red S. gordonii 

bacteria could hardly be noticed upon the unclear background (Figure 71 E, F). 

The blurry background occurred in the whole run being worse than the 

situation with SYTO 9/PI, which led to the blurry and unfocused microscopic 

images (Figure 71). Based on the results and evaluation above, SYTO 9/PI 

was better for the dynamic microscopic monitoring. 
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Figure 70: FDA stained S. gordonii (OD 620 nm = 1.4) binding on ultrasonically 
and 15 min O2 plasma cleaned gold-coated quartz sensors and interacting 
with ABA. A: PBS baseline; B: FDA stained S. gordonii: 1 h; C: PBS: 30 min; D: 
ABA+EB mixture: 16 min; PBS: 30 min. (The red line represents the frequency, 
the blue line represents dissipation). 
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Figure 71: Exemplary online fluorescent photos of FDA/EB stained S. gordonii 
(OD 620 nm = 1.4) binding on ultrasonically and 15 min O2 plasma cleaned 
gold-coated quartz sensors and interacting with ABA. In the period of 
application of ABA+EB mixture over the FDA stained bacteria, images were 
taken every 60 s. In PBS rinsing stage, photos were taken every 5 min. During 
the whole process, the background was too blurry to take a clear image. A-D: 
when ABA started to flow inside the chamber, the bacteria color changed 
gradually from green to red; E-F: The background turned green upon PBS 
rinsing, only small unclear red single bacteria could be seen. The small scratch 
in the image was made for keeping the focus in the same region. 
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4. Discussion 

The bacteria involved infection has become an essential issue, which 

threatened human health for decades. In the field of dentistry, scientists have 

spent great efforts searching for an efficient way for controlling the biofilm 

formation to prevent or limit the progress of dental related infections such as 

peri-implantitis. A better understanding of the interfacial interaction, involving 

dental materials, salivary pellicle, attachment of bacteria and antibacterial 

agents are quite necessary and crucial for the development of novel 

antibacterial agents and materials.   

Our study of interfacial interaction involved the technology of highly 

sensitive QCM-D, which opens a new door in the field of dentistry. Through 

these QCM-D studies, models can be improved in terms of binding 

mechanisms or mass sensitive damage processes. Furthermore, a modified 

QCM-D, combined with fluorescence microscopy was developed, which could 

combine online microscopy with the simultaneous QCM-D signal detection, 

allowing in a first approach correlations of frequency and dissipation with 

bacterial quantity. 

 

4.1 QCM-D and SPR 

Label-free acoustic and optical transducers are commonly used in 

investigations of biological responses in the interfaces of biomaterial and 

bio-system. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR), as a kind of label-free optical 

technology, relies on the binding induced refractive index change to probe the 

interaction and recognition of element immobilizing on the SPR sensor surface 

[128]. The quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) method detects for example 

adsorbed wet mass, i.e, including the mass of solvent. Surface plasmon 

resonance (SPR) considers mostly the adsorbed dry mass. Both of them have 

high sensitivity and wide appliciations. Moreover, the QCM-D technology 

allows insights into the stiffness of adsorbed films, which is of high interest 
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when studying the development of elastic/viscoelastic contacts or structures 

during binding processes [85].  

In our studies, the QCM-D technique was applied to investigate and 

compare the viscoelastic bacterial adhesion referring the stiffness of binding 

contacts of S. gordonii to pure titanium and saliva-coated titanium surface in 

the contacting sensing zone. 

 

4.2 QCM-D and bacteria adhesion 

Compared to the static SEM, AFM, colony counting, and fluorescent 

staining technologies, the QCM-D technology makes the dynamic and 

nondestructive analysis of bacterial adhesion, biofilm formation and interfacial 

bacterial interaction possible. QCM-D has been applied in evaluating factors 

influencing bacterial adhesion for different stages of the biofilm formation. It 

was proved by QCM-D measurements that the reversible bacterial adhesion 

switching to irreversible adhesion occurs in almost 55 s [129]. The QCM-D 

signal change can also be correlated with the bacterial surface properties. 

Non-fibrillated “bald” bacteria mostly contribute to a decrease of frequency and 

a constant dissipation, on the contrary, fibrillated bacteria with long surface 

fibrils always appeared to have a higher dissipation [85, 129, 130]. The surface 

hydrophilicity was also evaluated by QCM-D measurement as a parameter 

influencing the adhesion of bacteria. The hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity of the 

bacteria will influence the viscoelastic properties of the surface-bacterium 

bonding [131]. Consistently, hydration and swelling properties of a PVDF 

grafted surface would also somehow repel the bacterial adhesion [132]. The 

surface functionalized by –OH is possibly reducing the membrane fouling [133]. 

Besides, surfaces tailored by polyelectrolyte architecture appeared with high 

hydrophilicity and coupling with negative surface charges exhibited resistance 

toward bacterial adhesion [134]. PAMAM-grafted surfaces were proved to 

inhibit the adhesion of S. gordonii and maintained bacterial repulsive capability 

even after being covered with pellicle [135]. 
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4.3 Chlorhexidine (CHX) and Ti interaction 

Oral bacteria can colonize oral titanium implants immediately after their 

surgical placement, and the colonization pattern of Streptococci species on Ti 

implant surfaces is distinctively different from that on natural teeth [136]. 

Though interactions between CHX and biofilms on natural teeth have been 

intensively studied, there is still limited insight in interactions between CHX 

and Ti based oral biofilms. Not only with teeth, pellicle and bacteria, CHX can 

[137] also interact with Ti, as shown in the present study. 

Compared with positively charged CHX, in a healthy oral environment with 

pH 6.7 – pH 7.3 [138], the Ti surface is normally slightly negatively charged [58, 

85, 139]. This supports the assumption of CHX binding to Ti surface. CHX in 

PBS can rapidly adsorb to crystalline TiO2 reaching equilibrium within 60 s 

followed by a gradual desorption process [140]. 

In our study, the fast frequency decrease induced by CHX on pure Ti 

mainly originated from differences in the viscosity between PBS and CHX, 

indicated by fast and frequency and dissipation shifts of same size, and only to 

a limited degree due to CHX molecular adsorption [85]. For smooth Ti sensor 

surfaces with an average roughness Ra of 1.1 nm [141], 0.12 % CHX adsorbed 

with a small final residual mass of 128.2 ng/cm2 after rinsing. Similarly, studies 

applying ellipsometry have shown CHX (0.2 %) adsorption of 0.10 µg/cm2 and 

0.17 µg/cm2, respectively, for bare smooth hydrophilic and hydrophobic 

silicone surfaces, but nearly full reversibility upon rinsing [142]. For anatase 

(Ra = 0.136 µm) [143], 0.1 % CHX caused an adsorption of 0.37 µg/cm2 and 

desorption of 35 % upon water rinsing, ending up with 0.24 µg/cm2 CHX [144]. 

On rutile (Ra = 0.137 µm) [143], 0.18 µg/cm2 CHX adsorption and 11 % 

desorption upon rinsing, led to a final amount of 0.16 µg/cm2 CHX [144]. For 

machined smooth Ti (Ra = 0.36 µm), 0.1 % CHX and 0.2 % CHX were retained 

in a final amount of 122.47 µg/cm2 and 209.94 µg/cm2, respectively [137]. For 

sandblasted and acid etched microrough Ti (Ra = 1.78 µm), 0.1 % CHX and 

0.2 % CHX caused final residues of 281.42 µg/cm2 and 422.15 µg/cm2, 
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respectively [137]. 

Thus, CHX may bind to a higher degree on rough compared to smooth 

surfaces, due to an increased surface area and a higher number of possible 

binding sites [137, 142-146]. Smooth Ti sensor surface as used in our study to 

simulate the trans-gingival part of dental implants seems to offer only a limited 

number of binding sites for CHX, which may explain the observed minimal 

bactericidal and also the small binding inhibition effect of Ti sensors 

pre-conditioned with CHX. 

For clinical use, trans-gingival abutment surfaces with Ra  ≤ 0.088 µm are 

suggested, which can significantly inhibit the accumulation and maturation of 

plaque [147]. However, as shown here, a smooth Ti abutment surface with low 

Ra is not able to retain a functional amount of CHX. To find a balance between 

enough CHX and lesser plaque accumulation, modifying a relative smooth Ti 

surface with a topographical feature in the nano scale might be a good 

possibility and requires further research. 

 

4.4 S. gordonii and pellicle interaction and mass-loss effects 

These issues as cited below have been thoroughly discussed in Xu et 

al [85]: 

 

“The Ti coated sensors used here were moderately hydrophilic 

allowing simulation of intraoral pellicle formation in this in vitro model. The 

acquired pellicle is normally formed on any natural and artificial dental 

material surfaces exposed to the oral salivary environment and consists of 

spontaneously adsorbing, protein-dominated films [85]. This pellicle plays 

an irreplaceable role in oral bacterial adhesion and dental plaque 

formation [2, 9]. In the present study, to simulate the formation of pellicle 

on a Ti implant surface under clinical conditions, human sterile saliva was 

adsorbed for entire 30 min on the Ti coated sensors.”[85] 

“The QCM-D results showed that saliva adsorbed irreversibly onto Ti 
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without obvious desorption upon PBS rinsing. The preconditioning with 

saliva resulted in 537 ng/cm2 of retained mass, confirming earlier results 

[9]. As depicted in Figure 72, saliva derived pellicle is a heterogeneous 

multilayered structure with an inner denser basal layer and a highly 

hydrated outermost layer [13] comprising larger proteins. In a previous 

study, we quantified the thickness of such pellicle films on Ti by 

Kelvin-Voigt modelling of QCM-D data to be <30 nm [9].”[85] 

 
Figure 72: Schematic illustration of QCM-D signal patterns during two 
physiologically important oral situations: First, specific interaction of S. gordonii 
and pellicle (A) and the respective QCM-D signals (C) are shown. Second, the 
impact of the bactericidal agent ABA on S. gordonii pre-adhered to pellicle (B) 
with the observed characteristic QCM-D response (D) are presented [85]. 
Please note that C and D highlight two consecutive parts (stage I and stage II) 
of one connected online measurement as shown in Figure 33; therefore, the 
purple arrows in C and D represent the same gap between D and f. The gap is 
widened by the interaction of ABA with S. gordonii. Details: the transparent 
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grey central arrow subdividing A and B illustrates the penetration depth of the 
evanescent acoustic shear wave into the biological interface, which is about 
180 nm [114]. a. Ti coated sensor surface; b and c. salivary pellicle coating 
with a dense basal layer (b) and a highly hydrated outermost layer (c) with 
entire pellicle thickness of < 30 nm [9]; d. exemplary specific interaction of 
bacterial adhesin and pellicle receptor; e. peritrichous fibrils of S. gordonii 
60-80 nm in length [114, 148]; f. peptidoglycan (outer wall zone) 15 to 30 nm 
thick; g. peptidoglycan (inner wall zone, periplasmic space) 16 to 22 nm thick 
[149]; h. bacterial plasma phospholipid bilayer membrane, about 4 nm thick; i. 
disintegration of both peptidoglycan cell wall and plasma membrane causing 
leakage of bacterial plasmatic components; j. perforation of bacterial 
peptidoglycan; k. bacterial plasma (not shown are intracellular components 
like DNA and ribosomes); m. U-shaped, red colored ABA molecules interacting 
with the outer cell wall [85]. Stage I in C represents the specific binding of S. 
gordonii onto the saliva coated biosensor (modeled in A) characterized by 
mass-loss (coincident increase of frequency and dissipation) and explained by 
the coupled-oscillator model. Stage II in D represents the impact of ABA on 
pellicle-bound S. gordonii, with the characteristic final frequency decrease and 
dissipation increase which indicates contrary to stage I mass loading. As 
outlined in the text, mass loading may reflect coincident cell damage and 
cyloplasm release (modeled in B). ABA (antibacterial agent), S.g. (S. gordonii), 
Sal (saliva), Ti (titanium).”[85] 

 

“As shown in our results, S. gordonii adhered to a slightly lesser 

degree onto pellicle than on pure Ti. S. gordonii adhesion to a pellicle 

induced a simultaneous small increase of both frequency and dissipation, 

which formally represents mass-loss. Apparent mass-loss in the face of 

microscopically proven surface-adhered bacteria points to specific 

interactions between S. gordonii and the pellicle film. Similar frequency 

increases were reported recently for S. gordonii adhesion to gold 

pre-conditioned with saliva [114]. Our results indicate that the applied 

biosensors constitute a sensing probe for specific adhesion of S. gordonii 

by exposing receptors at their outermost surface complementary to 

adhesins of S. gordonii. Whether this biosensor allows specific adhesion 

of other bacteria has to be proven in further studies.”[85] 

“Compared to two-layer viscoelastic models of cells, mass-loss 

during adhesion of rigid, particle-like bacteria might better be explained 
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based on a coupled-oscillator model [150]: particle-resonator systems can 

mathematically be modeled as a pair of coupled oscillators, which show 

for weak particle binding an increase of system frequency [151]. This soft 

contact is based, due to this model, on a resonance frequency of the 

particle below the resonance frequency of the QCM sensor due to a low 

stiffness (low spring constant) of the bacterium-sensor binding [152]. 

Positive frequency shifts of bacteria were observed on Streptococcus 

salivarius mutants with surface appendages of different length, with mass 

loading for bare bacteria and frequency increase up to positive shifts 

dependent on the type of appendages [153]. Such bacteria do not directly 

contact the sensor surface and are kept in a certain distance.”[85]  

“Approximately 35 % of S. gordonii DL1 (wild type) cells are equipped 

with short peritrichous fibrils (fibrillae) having a length of an estimated 60 

to 80 nm [148]. In addition, the pre-adsorbed viscoelastic salivary film 

increased the distance between the bound bacteria and the oscillating 

sensor surface. Furthermore, gram positive S. gordonii has a 30 to 50 nm 

thick peptidoglycan cell wall structure [149]. Thus, most bulk parts of the 

bacterium are outside the penetration depth of the applied 10 MHz 

QCM-D evanescence shear wave, which in an aqueous system amounts 

to about 180 nm. Therefore, mass loading and viscoelastic properties 

cannot be fully detected by the acoustic QCM-D sensor Figure 72 [114].” 

[85] 

“According to the coupled resonator model, positive frequency shifts 

require small-point contacts between micrometer-sized adsorbed particles 

and the sensor surface [154]. S. gordonii binds to constituents of the 

pellicle by proteinaceous adhesins, whereby their specific stereochemical 

binding mechanism contributed to small contact areas [155-157]: In S. 

gordonii, variants of serine-rich (Srr) protein adhesins or adhesins 

belonging to the antigen I/II family bind to salivary receptors [17, 85]. It is 

still unclear why different bacteria show partially adhesion to pure 
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substrates such as gold or titanium by conventional mass loading with 

frequency related to the adsorbed mass, e.g., S. gordonii on gold [114] 

and Ti (current study), S. salivarius without surface appendages on gold 

[153], and partially according to the coupled oscillator model, where the 

frequency represents the contact stiffness and mass-loss effects can be 

observed, e.g., S. salivarius with surface appendages on gold [153], S. 

gordonii on pellicle (current study), and P. aeruginosa on hydrophilic silica 

or more hydrophobic polyvinylidene fluoride [125].”[85]  

“The increase of dissipation during bacterial interaction is large on 

pure Ti but very low with pellicle as an intermediate film. Bacterial films 

formed by unspecific binding seem to be more dissipative, whereas 

specific binding increases film stiffness. This might once more be due to 

the limited detection of the bacteria by the shear wave. Furthermore, 

coupled oscillators reflect now the interfacial binding between bacteria 

and the sensor rather than the attached particle mass or dissipation.”[85] 

“As highlighted in Figure 72, bacteria binding primarily to the surface 

of a heterogeneous pellicle film lead to a perpendicularly heterogeneous 

layer with increasing complexity by additional colonizing bacterial species. 

Furthermore, there is also inhomogeneity horizontally to the sensor 

surface due to at least initially inhomogeneously distributed bacteria in the 

lateral direction. Currently, there are no models available which are able to 

quantitatively describe the respective QCM data upon such complex layer 

formation [101].”[85] 

 

4.5 Surface interaction of antibacterial agent and its impact on bacterial 

adhesion and vitality 

As discussed above, due to the different charge characteristics, CHX and 

other cationic bactericidal agents such as CPC are able to bind to the Ti 

surface. As shown below, these points have already been discussed in Xu et al 

[85].  
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“According to our QCM-D results, ABA causes a typical fast 

frequency decrease and dissipation increase for different surface 

conditions, i.e., pure Ti, pellicle-coated Ti, or adhered S. gordonii films. 

The fast frequency decrease induced by ABA on pure Ti mainly originates 

from differences in the viscosity between the bactericidal solution and 

PBS, indicated by fast and symmetrical frequency and dissipation shifts, 

and only to a limited degree due to molecular adsorption. The observed 

QCM signal developement, including its reversibility on pellicle, is in line 

with a previous study using ellipsometry [142].”[85] 

“Joiner et al. reported that CHX adsorbs to the pellicle and 

contributes to modified pellicle properties, such as increased electrostatic 

attractions and interactions between cationic CHX and negatively charged 

components [158]. After rinsing with CHX, saliva itself exerts antibacterial 

activity for up to 5 hours, the persistence in oral surfaces could suppress 

salivary bacterial counts for over 12 hours [159] showing the reversibility 

of CHX binding towards saliva [158].”[85] 

“CHX inhibits bacterial aggregation and attachment through binding 

to oral surfaces and precipitating agglutination molecules in saliva by the 

displacement of Ca2+ [160-162], which explains the lower bacterial density 

and diminished frequency changes in our study observed upon 

ABA/bacteria mixtures.”[85] 

“The mechanisms of CHX and CPC for killing bacteria include 

adsorption to the negatively charged bacterial cell wall, damaging the 

permeability barriers which form the entrance of bactericides to the 

cytoplasm, precipitation and leakage of the cytoplasm, and inhibition of 

cell wall and membrane rehabilitation [163-166].”[85] 

“Bactericidal effects have been confirmed in our study by the 

observed efficient killing of planktonic as well as surface-adhered S. 

gordonii by bactericidal agent. For interaction of the ABA with the 

pre-adsorbed bacteria, QCM-D disclosed partial irreversibility of both 
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frequency and dissipation. By a final decrease in frequency and an 

increase in dissipation, this indicated mass loading, independent if 

bacteria adhered unspecifically on pure Ti or specifically on salivary films. 

Simultaneously, the bacteria-pellicle multilayer becomes slightly stiffer by 

the bactericidal solution as shown by the decreased slope of the ΔD-Δf 

plots. These QCM-D results may be indications of the outlined irreversible 

microbial cell wall damage and cytoplasm release, common mechanisms 

of biocide interaction [85]. Thus, the observed increase of detectable 

mass upon ABA may likely be due to leakage of cell content through 

breached, damaged sites of the cell wall and the ruptured membrane 

Figure 72. Similar to our findings, Olsson et al. have shown that 

Staphyloccocus epidermis adheres to gold sensor surfaces according to 

the coupled oscillator theory and shows conventional mass-loading in 

course of leakage of extracellular polymeric substances [152]. 

Ultrastructural studies by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) have 

shown that CHX caused membrane rupturing and blebbing to a minor part 

of bacteria within oral biofilms, while CHX did not contribute to a 

significant disintegration of mature oral biofilms [167]. In contrast to TEM, 

and in agreement with our FE-SEM and HIM results, no CHX caused 

cellular damage could be observed in the study of Vitkov et al.”[85] 

 

4.6 HIM and applications 

The Helium ion microscope (HIM) is a recently developed nano-scale 

microscope with various advantages compared to the traditional SEM. Owing 

to its low energy spread of ΔE/E up to 2 × 10-5, the small diffraction effects 

with λ ~ 80 fm and high source brightness with B more than 4 × 109 A/cm2sr, 

the HIM could reach a sub-nanometer resolution of focusing spot size accurate 

to 0.25 nm [168]. The HIM imaging technology has been applied in more and 

more biological samples analysis. The analysis of the model plant Arabidopsis 

thaliana through HIM revealed fine surface cuticle structures 163 kX (478 nm 
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field of view) [124]. As for the explorations of the mammalian neural 

crest-derived stem cells (NCSCs), the nanodomains of the ultrastructure of the 

cell membrane, which could not be detected by the traditional SEM, were 

visualized by HIM at a resolution of 1.5 nm. Without metal coating layer, the 

HIM images showed the native state of the cell membranes characterized with 

various diameters of inhomogeneous pits [169]. Moreover, HIM was also 

applied for the analysis of other mammalian cells such as human liver cells 

[170], HeLa cells [124], human colon cancer cells [171], similarly, more 

ultra-structures were revealed than with the traditional coating procedures 

necessary for SEM. 

Additionally, with the development of the technology, HIM was also 

applied in microbial imaging. HIM was used for studying different stages of the 

organic-mineral aggregation process of the Fe (II)-oxidizing bacteria, showing 

delicate nano-scale structures [172]. The HIM imaging also provides a new 

possibility for the investigation of the interactions between bacteriophages and 

bacteria. Under HIM, E. coli cells involved with ongoing phage infections could 

be visualized, showing the phages with spreading contracted tails inducing the 

active infection, which would be covered or damaged by the metal coating and 

could not be detected by the traditional SEM technology. The lysis of E. coli 

induced by the bursting of new phages could also be detected through HIM 

[173]. However, in our study the predicted perforation and lysis of the S. 

gordonii membrane could not be visualized so far under HIM due to the 

shrinkage problem described above. A further modification of the HIM 

parameters or the sample preparation procedures could be a possibility of 

getting rid of the bacterial shrinkage after exposure to the He beam. When this 

issue is resolved, the HIM could shed light on the nanoscale view of the 

interfacial interactions of bacterial colonization and also of the bacteria-ABA 

interaction, which opened up new horizons for this important field of dentistry. 
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4.7 Real-time monitoring with QCM and the QCM-Microscopy set-up 

Various attempts have been carried out to correlate microscopic images 

with the QCM-D signals, to have a better understanding of the kinetics of 

signal changes and bacterial attachment. The QCM-D sensing combined with 

simultaneous fluorescent microscopic observation through the window module 

(QWM401, Q-sense) was applied for detecting the cytoskeletal change of the 

living cells toward different cytomorphic agents [118]. Besides, it was further 

utilized in online monitoring and sensing the morphological change, 

detachment and death of cancer cells (MCF-7) upon different concentrations 

of drugs to quantify the drug effect and to build up a real-time QCM-D model 

for detecting the sensitivity of cancer cell toward drugs [117]. For the field of 

microbiological analysis, the integration of microscopic image taking with 

bacteria induced QCM-D signal changes was also investigated in several 

studies [152, 153]. 

In order to gain a better signal interpretation and more information, 

QCM-D was combined with AFM, SEM, or fluorescent microscopy. According 

to the principle of sauerbrey, due to the viscos properties of the bacterial 

adhesion, the bacteria induced mass loading cannot be directly calculated with 

the sauerbrey equation based on pure frequency changes. Therefore, 

quantifying the sensor surface bound bacteria could not be realized by the 

traditional method. Correlating the online microscopic quantification with the 

frequency and dissipation shifts might offer a new calculation model in the 

situation of bacterial adhesion. 

However, one of the main difficulties to improve this combined device was 

the staining and focusing procedure. The key point for a favorable 

experimental beginning was to find a suitable microscopic lens with a large 

depth of field, which could focus through the glass window and the liquid layer 

on the sensor surface. The quality of the image making process was low 

because of the hardship of keeping focusing through the glass window on the 
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same adhered bacteria during the 2 to 3 h of consecutive dynamic bacterial 

flow. The flow of the stained bacteria induced the described blurry and green 

background, which made the single green stained already adhered bacteria 

more indistinguishable under the fluorescent light. Concerning the blurry 

background problem, the possible reasons could be: 1) high concentration of 

stained bacteria in the flow; 2) the free SYTO 9 molecules in PBS; 3) the inner 

height of the flow chamber caused inner liquid thickness; 4) the adhesion of 

bacteria on the inner surface of the flow cell glass lid. However, if the free 

SYTO 9 molecules in PBS were washed away through the washing procedure, 

the stained bacteria appeared to have a weaker fluorescent signal, which also 

made the stained adhered single bacteria hard to distinguish. The situation 

involving the ABA interaction showed worse background problems, and the red 

stained dead bacteria were much more inconspicuous than the green stained 

bacteria. In order to get a sharp clear image of the stained bacteria adhered on 

the sensor surface, the blue fluorescent light should possess sufficient 

intensity to activate enough fluorescent signal from the stained bacteria. 

Nevertheless, the high-intensity fluorescent light irradiating the sensor surface, 

would concurrently generate the observed spike in the signal curve owing to 

the local temperature elevation of the region exposed to the fluorescent light. 

As measured, an elevation of 1 °C will induce a frequency increase of 22 Hz in 

this system. To find a balance between a distinguishable bacterial image and a 

minimized signal disturbing is a real challenge. Thus, future possible device 

improvements could be to modify the staining procedure into higher efficiency, 

to decrease the inner height of the flow chamber and the replacement of the 

glass window with a low bacterial binding material to match lenses with higher 

magnification. 

Overall, this QCM-D microscopy set up is a prototype for the new 

research trend of Lab-on-a-chip [174, 175]. Additionally, repeating tests are 

encouraged to carry out in different QCM-D systems to prove the signal 

interpretation and the correlation of this model.
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5. Conclusion 

“The QCM-D online system with saliva-coated biosensors provides a 

useful assay to investigate in vitro dynamic interfacial processes located 

in the oral environment, such as salivary pellicle formation, bacterial 

adhesion, and effects of antibacterial agents.” [85] 

“This assay provides mechanistic insight not only for conventional 

mass loading processes; additionally, important information about binding 

mechanisms of bacteria is provided in the case of dissipative events. Due 

to missing-mass effects and strong influence of a complex viscoelastic 

multilayer system, bacteria that colonize implant surfaces cannot be 

simply counted by QCM-D. Important complementary information about 

microbial film formation can be received by microscopy. Missing-mass 

effects as observed during bacteria/pellicle interaction indicate specific 

adhesion mechanisms between bacterial adhesins and complementary 

salivary receptors.” [85] 

“During killing of the model bacterium S. gordonii by the applied 

antibacterial agent, QCM-D could sense mass adsorption, most likely due 

to concurrent release of cell content towards the sensor caused by cell 

wall and membrane rupture. Therefore, QCM-D is bearing potential for 

further mass and dissipation sensitive studies concerning the impact of 

antibacterial agents on the integrity of gram-positive and gram-negative 

bacteria.” [85] 

“To provide controlled parameters for high reproducibility, 

suspensions of a single bacterium in standardized buffer solutions were 

investigated in a basic model system. In future experiments, the adhesion 

of different bacteria suspended additionally in processed or natural human 

saliva instead in simple buffer solutions have to be investigated to 

highlight adhesion directly from this bioliquid and to expand this assay.” 

[85]  
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Additionally, the further developed QCM-D microscopy set-up combining 

the S. gordonii adhesion induced frequency and dissipation change with the 

real-time fluorescent imaging, made the quantitative interpretation of QCM-D 

bacterial adhesion signal possible. The methods for obtaining dynamic images 

of bactericidal effects of ABA need to be further modified. QCM-D is a suitable 

online instrumentation to shed light on how antibacterial agents modify regular 

bacterial adhesin-receptor binding [85]. The applications of QCM-D in building 

up dental interfacial interaction models provide a very high research potential 

in the future.
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6. Zusammenfassung 

Bakterien, die an medizinischen Implantaten anhaften, können invasive 

mikrobielle Infektionen verursachen, z.B. im Bereich von Haut, Lunge oder 

Blut. In der Zahnheilkunde ist Streptococcus gordonii ein früher oraler 

Besiedler, der die Bildung von Zahnbiofilmen initiiert und auch an der 

lebensbedrohlichen infektiösen Endokarditis beteiligt ist. Zur Behandlung von 

oralen Biofilmen werden häufig antibakterielle Mundspülungen verwendet. 

Solche initialen Wechselwirkungen zwischen Biomaterialien und Bakterien 

sowie der Einfluss antibakterieller Behandlungen wurden hier in situ mit der 

Quarzkristall-Mikrowaage mit Dissipationsüberwachung (QCM-D) eingehend 

untersucht. 

Ein mit Speichel beschichteter Titan (Ti) -Biosensor wurde verwendet, um 

mögliche spezifische Signalmuster zu analysieren, die auf mikrobielle 

Bindungsmechanismen und bakterizidbedingte Veränderungen der 

Bakterienfilmsteifigkeit oder Zellleckage hinweisen, die durch ein klinisch 

relevantes antibakterielles Mittel (ABA), d.h. eine Mundspülung (Chlorhexidin 

(CHX) und Cetylpyridiniumchlorid (CPC)), verursacht werden. Offensichtlich 

fehlende Masseneffekte bei der Bildung von mikroskopisch nachgewiesenen 

dichten und vitalen Bakterienfilmen deuteten auf eine punktuelle, spezifische 

Bindung von S. gordonii an den mit Speichel beschichteten Biosensor im 

Vergleich zu einer unspezifischen Haftung an reinem Ti hin. 

Gleichzeitig mit der ABA-induzierten Abtötung von an der Oberfläche 

haftenden Bakterien konnte im Gegensatz zum vorherigen Massenverlust eine 

Zunahme der adsorbierten dissipativen Masse festgestellt werden. Dies legt 

die akustische Erfassung des Auslaufens von Zellinhalt nahe, der durch das 

Aufbrechen der bakteriellen Zellwand und die Beschädigung der Membran 

beim bakteriziden Angriff verursacht wurde. Diese Ergebnisse haben 

signifikante Auswirkungen auf die Prüfung der bakteriellen 

Adhäsionsmechanismen und der zellulären Integrität während der 
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Wechselwirkung mit antibakteriellen Mitteln. 

Zusätzlich wurde in dieser Studie ein QCM-D-Mikroskopie-Aufbau 

weiterentwickelt, durch den die durch die Adhäsion von S. gordonii induzierte 

Frequenz und Dissipationsänderung mit den Echtzeit-Fluoreszenzbildern 

korreliert werden konnte, was die quantitative Interpretation des 

QCM-D-Bakterienadhäsionssignals ermöglicht hat. Die Anwendung von 

QCM-D beim Aufbau eines dentalen Grenzflächen-Interaktionsmodells bietet 

in Zukunft ein sehr hohes Forschungspotenzial. 
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